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ACADEMY OF COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP
About ACES
The Engagement Scholarship Consortium (ESC) is
pleased to support the Academy of Community
Engagement Scholarship (ACES).
Academy of Community Engagement Scholarship
(ACES)
The Academy of Community Engagement
Scholarship was formed in 2012 by a group of leaders
from universities and professional associations in the
United States and Canada. Invited to participate by
officials from North Carolina State University, and led
by Patricia Sobrero, these individuals formed a
working think tank in 2009 through 2012 that explored
the purposes and value of forming an Academy.
ACES was incorporated as a tax-exempt 501 (c) (3)
non-profit Corporation in 2012. See:
http://academyofces.org/5
ACES MISSION
The mission of ACES is to provide expertise to
policymakers, higher education institutions and
organizations, community leaders, and national and
international entities interested in addressing complex
societal issues through the effective engagement of
higher education with community members and
organizations. Our work contributes to policy
development, identification and dissemination of
evidence-based practices, and advancing high impact
community engagement scholarship. This work is
accomplished by recognizing individuals who have
worked collaboratively with others to make significant
contributions to advancing collaboration between
higher education institutions and communities, and
engaging these individuals in high priority activities
and projects that further community engagement
theory, policy, and practice.
ACES is a broad voice representing allied groups in
the field of engagement, and a common thread for the
movement of community and university engagement.
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PATRICIA SOBRERO

ACES is a broad voice representing
allied groups in the field of
engagement, and a common thread for
the movement of community and
university engagement.
Examples of work ACES is undertaking
includes but are not limited to:
• Releasing reports benchmarking the
impact of community and university
partnerships and identifying models of
outstanding community and university
engagement;

Dr. Patricia M. Sobrero, is President of the Academy of
Community Engagement Scholarship (2012 to present). She
retired in 2015 where she was professor, Agriculture and
Extension Education, College of Agriculture and Life Sciences.

• Issuing statements on important
issues related to society and the role of
community and university engagement
in addressing the issues;

From 2008 through 2012, Dr. Sobrero served as Associate Vice
Chancellor for Extension, Engagement, and Economic
Development, North Carolina State University. There she
engaged with faculty and community partners to provide
leadership in development of numerous reports with
recommendations to strengthen scholarship of engagement. As
Associate Vice Chancellor, she convened and collaboratively
published reports on evaluation and measuring impacts;
preparing a report to recommend university partnerships in
addressing local community issues (UNC Tomorrow Response);
developed effective structures to promote community access with
community partner; and developed recommendations and
strategies regarding promotion and tenure recommendations to
institutionalize process in learning, discovery and engagement
through the scholarship of engagement. Dr. Sobrero helped
establish the Academy of Community Engagement Scholarship
(ACES) in 2009 in collaboration with a think tank of faculty and
representatives of 20 universities and organizations.

• Partnering with other organizations
around funding issues for engagement
informing public policy issues that
relate to community and university
engagement;

Prior to joining N.C. State, Dr. Sobrero served a variety of faculty
and administrative positions. These include: associate dean of
extension at the University of Tennessee (1995-1999); assistant
and then associate dean of extension and professor, at the
University of Tennessee (1991-1995); associate vice president
and associate director of Outreach and Extension at the
University of Missouri System (1999-2004); associate dean of
Virginia Tech’s College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, and
director of Virginia Cooperative Extension (2004-2005); and
professor and coordinator of graduate study in Agriculture and
Extension Education, at Virginia Tech (2004-2007).
Dr. Sobrero received an Ed.D. in Educational Leadership,
Teaching and Learning from George Peabody College for
Teachers of Vanderbilt University; a Masters in Human
Development: Child Study and Aging from the University of
Maryland; and a Bachelor of Science in Home Economics
Education from East Tennessee State University.

• Publishing exemplary practices of
scholarly engagement, community
engagement, and service learning; and
• Sponsoring and conducting
transdisciplinary workshops and think
tanks that address important societal
issues involving mutually beneficial
community and university engagement.
Academy members for 2014 through
2016 are listed at:
http://academyofces.org/academymembers. Members may be
community members, and/or higher
education tenure track faculty, nontenure track faculty and staff, and
administrators.
Nominations are submitted annually by
members, founders, board members
and partners recognized by the ACES
Board of Directors. To review how
ACES selection criteria, see:
http://academyofces.org/selection-ofacademy-members.
Read the ACES Concept Paper at
http://academyofces.org/upload/2%20p
ager%20ACES_Concept_Paper%20wit
h%20Founding%20Members.pdf
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About ESC
The Engagement Scholarship Consortium (ESC), a 501 (c) (3) non-profit educational organization, is
composed of higher education member institutions, a mix of state-public and private institutions. Our goal is to
work collaboratively to build strong university-community partnerships anchored in the rigor of scholarship,
and designed to help build community capacity.
The ESC traces its origins back a decade when Pennsylvania State University, Ohio State University, and the
University of Wisconsin-Extension initiated an annual meeting to share knowledge about their communitybased programs (the National Outreach Scholarship Conference). Since then, recognizing that multiinstitutional efforts could help catalyze some of the changes they wanted for their own institutions, the three
began formalizing their relationship and then began inviting other institutions to join them. The ESC has now
articulated a broad scholarly agenda that includes:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Researching and studying throughout the world, the scholarship of engagement
Facilitating international cooperation among individuals concerned with promoting conditions that will
bring about engaged scholarship as a criterion influencing higher education faculty performance
evaluations
Encouraging the realization that the scholarship of engagement is a critical aspect of university
responsibility
Promoting education, research and study of the effects of engaged scholarship on community-campus
partnerships
Promoting research and study of the impacts of community-campus partnerships
Conducting meetings, workshops, institutes, symposia, conferences and congresses domestically and
throughout the world
Disseminating research (original, basic and applied) from a wide variety of disciplines on the impact of
campus-community partnerships
Discussing and sharing questions, problems, issues, information and theories regarding campuscommunity partnerships
Advancing the study of campus-community partnerships and educating the public on effective programs
for community change
Publishing and communicating through print and electronic media the proceedings (including abstracts
and scientific papers) of the aforementioned workshops, institutes, symposia, conferences or congresses
Publishing and disseminating research on the scholarship of engagement through newsletters, books,
monographs, reports, studies and periodicals, in any language, and also to make the foregoing available
through electronic media
3

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF STATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

AMERICAN DEMOCRACY PROJECT
About AASCU
VISION
AASCU will be a transformative influence in American public
higher education through advocacy, leadership and service.
This vision will be achieved when:
•

•

•

The general public, the media and policy makers better
understand and support the role and public purposes of
state colleges and universities (SCUs);
Members have the information, tools, resources and
support needed to achieve their missions of preparing
students for the 21st century; and
AASCU is known and admired as an innovative thought
leader and force for positive change in higher education.

MISSION
AASCU is a Washington-based higher education association of nearly 420 public colleges, universities
and systems whose members share a learning and teaching-centered culture, a historic commitment to
underserved student populations and a dedication to research and creativity that advances their regions'
economic progress and cultural development.

AASCU has five fundamental purposes:
• To promote understanding, appreciation and support for the public purpose of public higher education
and the distinctive contributions of those institutions that comprise the AASCU membership;
• To support member institutions in their mission to prepare students who can be demonstrably
competitive and effective in an economy and a society that requires global literacy;
• To advocate for effective public policy at the federal level and to provide both federal and state policy
analysis to advance member institutions and the students they serve;
• To provide leadership for effective policy development and program support that will
strengthen academic quality, promote access and inclusion, foster regional stewardship and economic
progress, and facilitate educational innovation; and
• To create professional development opportunities for member presidents, and their spouses and
partners, system executives and other senior leaders and to undertake a systematic approach to
fostering new leaders who will contribute to educational innovation.
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JENNIFER
DOMAGAL
VALUES
AASCU affirms its commitment to the following core values in
fulfillment of its fundamental purposes:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Access and Inclusion
Advocating for accessible, affordable, quality public higher
education and supporting members’ historic mission of
serving students who are non-traditional and represent
diverse backgrounds.
Student-Focused
Committing to programs and policies that help our
members place students at the heart of their institution
Innovation
Fostering innovative strategies that help members think
deeply and creatively about the nature of their work and
that encourage institutional achievement.
Service
Being responsive to our member institutions and the
diverse students and communities they serve.
Leadership
Supporting institutional leaders and providing professional
development that encourages exemplary practices and
innovative management.
Accountability
Fostering responsible and accountable stewardship of
public higher education's public trust

DISTINCTIVENESS AND COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
AASCU will compete in the higher education association
marketplace by adopting best practices in association
leadership to achieve operational excellence.
AASCU's distinction resides in the following work on behalf of
its members:
•

•

•

•

Ensuring a primary focus on and support for the president
or chancellor, with complementary programs and services
for the presidential leadership team and for women and
racial ethnic minorities who aspire to leadership roles;
Advocating for a student-focused federal public policy
agenda and demonstrating a unique capacity in state
policy information and analysis;
Strengthening the role of state colleges and universities as
"Stewards of Place" through support of their teachinglearning, research and service missions;
Sustaining a cohesive network of presidents and
chancellors as an important component of an effective,
member-driven association.

JENNIFER
DOMAGAL-GOLDMAN

Jennifer Domagal-Goldman, Ph.D. directs
the American Democracy Project, a civic
learning and democratic engagement
network of the American Association of State
Colleges and Universities (AASCU).
She earned her doctorate in higher
education from the Pennsylvania State
University. She received her master’s degree
in higher education and student affairs
administration from the University of
Vermont and a bachelor’s degree from the
University of Rochester.
Jennifer’s dissertation focused on how
faculty learn to incorporate civic learning and
engagement in their undergraduate teaching
within their academic discipline, for which
she received the 2011 IARSLCE honorable
mention dissertation award. Jennifer holds
an ex-officio position on the eJournal of
Public Affairs’ editorial board and serves on
the advisory board of the ALL IN Campus
Democracy Challenge.
She has contributed to a number of
democratic engagement publications
including authoring or co-authoring chapters
in Reimagining Democratic Societies: A New
Era of Personal and Social
Responsibility (2013) and Becoming a
Steward of Place: Four Areas of Institutional
Focus (2014), as well as co-authoring a
chapter on institutional characteristics and
student civic outcomes in Research on
Student Civic Outcomes in Service Learning:
Conceptual Frameworks and Methods
(2016).
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About ADP
The American Democracy Project (ADP) is a network of more than 250
state colleges and universities focused on public higher education’s role
in preparing the next generation of informed, engaged citizens for our
democracy. ADP was established in 2003 as a nonpartisan initiative of
AASCU in partnership with The New York Times. The goal of the
American Democracy Project is to produce college and university
graduates who are equipped with the knowledge, skills, attitudes and
experiences they need to be informed, engaged members of their
communities.
Since its inception, ADP has organized 14 national and 18 regional
meetings; a series of national initiatives; a national assessment project;
and hundreds of campus initiatives, including voter education and
registration, curriculum revision projects, campus audits, special days of
action and reflection, speaker series, and award programs. ADP is
especially known for its work advancing the civic learning and
democratic engagement of college students with a focus on nonpartisan
political engagement.
Current national initiatives include a Digital Polarization Initiative focused
on advancing student information literacy and helping them to identify
fake news; a Stewardship of Public Lands partnership with Yellowstone
Forever; an Economic Inequality initiative focused on identifying the
influence of economic inequality on our democracy; and our longstanding political engagement project. Past initiatives include a civic
health initiative with the National Conference on Citizenship, a
deliberative polling initiative, an initiative on advancing student civic
agency, and an eCitizenship initiative focused on the role of emerging
technologies in advancing civic and political engagement.
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ANCHOR INSTITUTIONS
TASK FORCE
About Marga, Inc.

About AITF

Marga Inc. facilitates and advises
ongoing initiatives such as The Race
and Equity in Philanthropy Group, Civic
Opportunities Initiative Network, and
Anchor Institutions Task Force.

The Anchor Institutions Task Force (AITF) is an ongoing think tank
developing long-term strategies, and making the case for the crucial
role of anchor institutions in economic and community development.

MARGA MIssion & Rationale
"Marga" is a Sanskrit word; a path taken
to arrive at a destination; it is an
approach to a problem; with an
implication of faith and dedication.
A New York City – based global
consulting firm, Marga Incorporated
provides strategic advice and research
to strengthen various pathways to
improve society. These pathways are
manifested in a variety of ways, from
philanthropic giving initiatives to creative
partnerships that leverage the combined
resources of the public and private and
nonprofit sectors. Marga’s clients have
spanned a wide range of institutions,
from well-established multibillion dollar
foundations to grassroots community
organizations to federal agencies to
Fortune 500 companies and beyond.
Marga is not merely a consulting firm
bringing an outside point of view and a
set of skills to its client projects. Our
mission is to strengthen ways in which
resources are harnessed to improve
communities and society. In our work,
we strive to be:
• Innovative
• Strategic
• Creative
• Collaborative
• Visionary
• Influential
• Interdependent

AITF is a growing network of over 700 leaders promoting the
engagement of anchor institutions—including colleges, universities,
hospitals, community foundations, libraries, arts institutions, and
other anchors—in community and economic development. The
AITF is designed to develop and disseminate knowledge and
function as an advocacy and movement building organization to
create and advance democratic, mutually beneficial anchor
institution-community partnerships.
Anchor institutions are enduring organizations that are rooted in
their localities. It is difficult for them to leave their surroundings
even in the midst of substantial capital flight. The challenge to a
growing movement is to encourage these stable local assets to
harness their resources in order to address critical issues such as
education, economic opportunity, and health. It is difficult to
imagine fragile local economies and widening social disparities
changing without leveraging stable institutions, especially amidst a
decline in government resources. These dynamics have given rise
to the concept “anchors” as agents of community and economic
development.
Since 2009, the AITF has hosted annual conferences, produced
several publications, created professional development affinity
groups, and established international partnerships.
AITF is an individual membership organization. Individuals can join
if they agree with the AITF’s principles and values. The general
membership is free of charge.

Core values of the Anchor Institutions Task Force include:
•
•
•
•

Collaboration and Partnership
Equity and Social Justice
Democracy and Democratic Practice
Commitment to Place and Community
7

DAVID J. MAURRASSE

Background

Dr. David Maurrasse is the Founder and President of Marga Incorporated, a
consulting firm founded in 2000 providing strategic advisory services and
research to philanthropic initiatives and community partnerships. Marga
coordinates the work of the Anchor Institutions Task Force. Dr. Maurrasse
serves as the Director of this growing network of roughly 700 members, which is
an action-oriented learning community promoting the engagement of enduring
institutions (e.g. universities and medical centers) in community and economic
development.
Marga also coordinates the Race and Equity in Philanthropy Group (REPG),
which engages a cluster of member foundations in strengthening policies and
practices on racial equity, diversity, and inclusion. The California Endowment,
the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, the San Francisco Foundation, the California
Wellness Foundation, and the Ford Foundation are among the foundations which
have participated in the REPG.
Numerous major foundations and universities are among those having received
assistance from Marga over the years. Marga’s work has taken Dr. Maurrasse
across the United States, as well as to Asia, Africa, Europe, the United Kingdom,
Latin America, the Caribbean, and the Middle East.
Since 2000, Dr. Maurrasse has been affiliated with Columbia University, where
he currently serves as Adjunct Associate Professor and Adjunct Research
Scholar. His periodic course, Strategy, Community Partnerships and
Philanthropy exposes Columbia graduate students in the School of International
and Public Affairs to emerging trends in strategies to address critical social
issues across the globe. From 1995 to 2000 Dr. Maurrasse was an Assistant
Professor at Yale University, and a Senior Program Advisor at the Rockefeller
Foundation from 1998 to 2000.
Dr. Maurrasse has published several books, including Strategic Public Private
Partnerships: Innovation and Development (2013), Listening to Harlem (2006),
A Future for Everyone: Innovative Social Responsibility and Community
Partnerships (2004), Beyond the Campus: How Colleges and Universities Form
Partnerships with Their Communities (2001). His most recent book project,
Philanthropy and Society (2018) will explore how strategic philanthropy can
better include the perspectives and participation of grantee communities.
Maurrasse has served on numerous boards, two of which he has chaired. He is
currently a Trustee at Bucknell University. He is a member of the Global Urban
Competitiveness Project, which convenes in various parts of the world to
discuss trends in strengthening cities. Maurrasse has keynoted several
conferences, focusing on how to leverage institutional resources to meet
pressing social and economic needs. He is a graduate of the University of
Michigan, and he holds a Ph.D. from Northwestern University.

In winter 2008-2009,
a national task force
was convened to
advise the U.S.
Department of
Housing and Urban
Development (HUD)
on how HUD could
increase its impact
and strategically
leverage anchor
institutions,
particularly higher
education and
medical institutions
(“eds and meds”), to
improve communities
and help solve
significant urban
problems.
The anchor task
force’s report,
“Anchor Institutions
as Partners in
Building Successful
Communities and
Local Economies,”
was published, by the
Penn Institute for
Urban Research,
along with nine other
reports in a volume
titled Retooling HUD
for a Catalytic
Federal Government:
A Report to Secretary
Shaun Donovan
(2009). Soon after the
report's publication,
the ad hoc task force
became a formal
organization, the
Anchor Institutions
Task Force (AITF).
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ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
CIVIC LEARNING AND DEMOCRATIC ENGAGEMENT ACTION NETWORK

About Civic Learning and
Democratic Engagement (CLDE)
In this turbulent and dynamic century, our
nation’s diverse democracy and interdependent
global community require a more informed,
engaged, and socially responsible citizenry.
Both educators and employers agree that
personal and social responsibility should be
core elements of a 21st century education if our
world is to thrive. Currently such learning is
optional for some students rather than expected
of all. A Crucible Moment: College Learning and
Democracy’s Future (2012) describes what a
civic-minded institution looks like, how
campuses can advance this vision across
domains, and what pathways have already
been forged by pioneering campuses.
A Crucible Moment
Working in concert with the Department of
Education, AAC&U and the Global Perspective
Institute, Inc. (GPI) released a watershed report
calling on the nation to reclaim higher
education’s civic mission if our democracy is to
thrive socially and economically. The report,
entitled A Crucible Moment: College Learning
and Democracy's Future and authored by the
Civic Learning and Democratic Engagement
Task Force with Caryn McTighe Musil as lead
author, includes a national call to action
designed to make civic and democratic learning
an expected outcome for every college student,
and an integrated part of education from preschool to professional schools.
A Crucible Moment has also gone global,
primed through conferences and publications of
the International Consortium for Higher
Education, Civic Responsibility, and Democracy
that has been working for the past twelve years
in partnership with The Council of Europe and
through A Crucible Moment presentations in
South Africa and Japan.

CARYN
MCTIGHE MUSIL
Caryn McTighe Musil is Senior Scholar and Director of Civic
Learning and Democracy Initiatives at the Association of American
Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) in Washington, DC, where she
had earlier served as Senior Vice President of the Office of
Diversity, Equity, and Global Initiatives for fourteen years. She has
been writing, speaking, and directing national projects about civic
engagement, diversity, global learning, and democracy for the past
two decades. Dr. Musil was the author of A Crucible Moment:
Civic Learning and Democracy’s Future, a national report that
represents the collective wisdom of a broad constituency in higher
education and released at a 2012 White House event.
This national report is the latest in a long line of investigations
about democracy and higher education that Dr. Musil has led. She
played a leading role In AAC&U’s ten-year initiative from 19922002, American Commitments: Diversity, Democracy, and Liberal
Learning, which focused on the struggles for justice across many
US groups over time to define democracy’s promise as also
applying to them. In that initiative, Dr. Musil directed three
generations of a faculty and curriculum development project that
involved 130 institutions and over 500 faculty members. That
work led to the Ford Foundation-funded Tri-National Project with
educators from India, South Africa, and the United States who
explored the role of higher education in diverse democracies. That
in turn led to her role for the past fourteen years on the Steering
Committee of the International Consortium for Higher Education,
Civic Responsibility, and Democracy in partnership with the
Council of Europe.
During her 23 years at AAC&U, Dr. McTighe Musil has directed
more than twenty national and global projects involving colleges
and universities across the country. Before that she was a faculty
member for sixteen years. Dr. Musil received her B.A. from Duke
University and her M.A. and Ph.D. in English from Northwestern
University. She was honored with the 2013 Outstanding
Contribution to Higher Education Award from NASPA.
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CLDE Action Network
As part of its commitment to preparing all students for civic, ethical, and social
responsibility in US and global contexts, AAC&U has formed the Civic Learning
and Democratic Action Network. The CLDE Action Network builds on the
momentum generated by the 2012 release of the A Crucible Moment through
meetings, publications, joint projects, and promoting one another’s work. The
Network includes thirteen leading civic learning organizations that together reach
2,000 colleges and universities and have links to neighborhoods, cities, states,
and countries. The network is committed to making civic inquiry and engagement
expected rather than elective for all college students.

The CLDE Action Network
is comprised of the
following:
•

American Association
of State Colleges and
Universities (AASCU)

•

Anchor Institutions
Task Force (AITF)

•

Association of
American Colleges
and Universities
(AAC&U)

•

The Bonner
Foundation

•

Bringing Theory to
Practice (BTtoP)

•

Campus Compact

•

Center for Information
and Research on
Civic Learning and
Engagement
(CIRCLE)

•

The Democracy
Commitment

•

Imagining America

•

The Interfaith Youth
Core (IFYC)

•

Kettering Foundation

•

NASPA: Student
Affairs Administrators
in Higher Education

•

New England
Resource Center for
Higher Education
(NERCHE)

About Association of American Colleges and
Universities (AAC&U)
Mission and Goals
The mission of the Association of American Colleges and Universities
(AAC&U) is to make liberal education and inclusive excellence the foundation
for institutional purpose and educational practice in higher education.
Founded in 1915, AAC&U now comprises more than 1,350 member
institutions—public and private two and four year colleges and universities
from every state. AAC&U’s Statement on Liberal Learning asserts, “By its
nature. . .liberal learning is global and pluralistic. It embraces the diversity of
ideas and experiences that characterize the social, natural, and intellectual
world. To acknowledge such diversity in all its forms is both an intellectual
commitment and a social responsibility, for nothing less will equip us to
understand our world and to pursue fruitful lives.”
From 2013 through 2017, AAC&U will work to advance:
LEAP: Liberal Education as a Global Necessity
Quality: 21st-Century Markers for the Value of US Degrees
Equity: Innovation, Inclusive Excellence, and Student Success
Social Responsibility: Integrative Liberal Learning for the Global Commons

Goals:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Guided by its mission, the LEAP Principles of Excellence, and the LEAP
Essential Learning Outcomes, AAC&U will help the higher education
community advance the following goals:
LEAP: Liberal Education as a Global Necessity
Build shared commitment to provide ALL college students with the highquality learning they need to succeed and thrive in an era of global
interconnection and rapid societal and economic change.
Quality: 21st-Century Markers for the Value of US Degrees
Promote a clear, contemporary, and capacious framework for high-quality
learning and students' demonstrated achievement, providing an
educationally meaningful compass to guide students' pathways to degrees.
Equity: Innovation, Inclusive Excellence, and Student Success
Accelerate broad-scale systemic innovation to advance educational practices
that engage diversity and challenge inequities in order to make excellence
inclusive.
Social Responsibility: Integrative Liberal Learning for the Global Commons
Advance "big questions/global commons" inquiry and innovation across the
liberal arts and sciences and through cornerstone-to-capstone designs for
general education that foster civic learning, ethical reasoning, and
engagement with US and global diversity.
10

BROWN UNIVERSITY
MATHEW JOHNSON

Mathew Johnson serves as the Associate Dean of the
College for Engaged Scholarship and Director of the
Howard R. Swearer Center for Public Service. As
Associate Dean of the College for Engaged
Scholarship Dean Johnson is responsible for facilitating
and coordinating engaged scholarship activities of
faculty and students. As Director of the Swearer
Center, Dean Johnson provides the vision and strategic
leadership for the Center. Prior to his appointment at
Brown, he was a tenured faculty member and founding
director of the Center for Academic Community
Engagement at Siena College. Dean Johnson began
his career as a graduate of Siena College (1993) after
which he earned his Ph.D. at Brandeis University
(Sociology, M.A. 2000, Ph.D. 2002). He is committed
to critical furtherance of higher education’s civic mission
and believes strongly that rigorous experiential
education is a fundamental to robust liberal arts and
sciences. Dean Johnson’s areas of scholarly activity
include considerations of the role institutions play in
creating or inhibiting personal, political, and community
agency; community organization and agency in
indigenous and rural communities; and development as
creator/inhibitor of community agency.
Editor and Author of Deepening Community
Engagement in Higher Education: Forging New
Pathways (Palgrave Macmillan, 2013) and Crossing
Boundaries: Tensions and Transformation in
International Service-Learning (Stylus, 2014), National
Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship winner
(2006), and co-founder and co-principle investigator of
the National Assessment of Service and Community
Engagement, Dean Johnson served as Commissioner
on the New York State Commission on National and
Community Service (2009-2015), as a member of the
President’s Advisory Committee of New York Campus
Compact (2008-2015), and as the co-director of the
High Impact Initiative of the Corella & Bertram F.
Bonner Foundation in partnership with the New
England Resource Center for Higher Education at
Boston University and the American Association of
Colleges and Universities.

Brown University, Swearer Center for
Public Service
History
With the creation of the Swearer Center for Public Service
in 1986, Brown became one of the first campuses in the
nation to establish a formal center for public service. Its
founder, President Howard Swearer, believed that
community engagement should be a powerful and
formative part of a Brown education. Read more of
Carrying Out Howard Swearer's Legacy on the Brown 250+
website.
Mission
The Swearer Center is a community of scholars, students,
practitioners, and community members that work together
to build on community strengths and addresses
community challenges. Our work engages all as colearners, co-teachers, co-actors, and co-creators of
knowledge and action. Through the creative capacities of
our students, faculty, and community partners we explore,
build and implement collaborative and strategic projects,
programs, and initiatives. Our work yields transformative
learning, and positive sustainable change, through
collective action.
Programs
Swearer Center programs and fellowships are the
pathways by which students engage with cohort-based
experiential learning opportunities. Programs and
Fellowships support students to link their passion for
social justice and community engagement with their
academic and career goals. Many Swearer Center
programs include financial support.
Community Partnerships
Community is a core concept of our work. We believe
that healthy and just communities are the fundamental
building blocks of healthy and just societies. We also
believe that to be doing the work of building healthy and
just communities we must aspire to be such a community
in the Center and we must partner with members of the
communities in which we work. Thus, community
partnerships are key to our work in the world.As we
partner with communities we are guided by two core
principles of partnership – community agency and
reciprocity.
11

Center Initiatives
Swearer Initiatives are thematically linked
activities and opportunities within and
beyond the Center. We develop and
curate initiatives to broaden our reach
and invite everyone into the work of the
Swearer Center through speakers,
events, film series, workshops, funding
opportunities, research projects,
conferences and other convenings.






National Field-Building Initiative. The Swearer Center recently launched the National FieldBuilding Initiative, which aims to advance the fields of community engagement and social
innovation through collaboration with students, faculty, community partners and other institutions
of higher education.
Engaged Scholarship Initiative. The Engaged Scholarship Initiative (ESI) connects students,
faculty, community partners, and alumni to social impact through the lens community engaged
scholarship.
Social Innovation Initiative. The Social Innovation Initiative (SII) is a set of campus and
community activities, events, speakers, classes, trainings, and other opportunities that connect
students, faculty, community partners, and alumni to social impact through the lenses of
innovation and entrepreneurship.
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CAMPUS COMPACT
About Campus Compact (CC)
Campus Compact is a national coalition of more than 1000
colleges and universities committed to the public purposes of
higher education. We are a network comprising a national
office in Boston, MA, as well as state and regional Campus
Compacts. As the only national higher education association
dedicated solely to campus-based civic engagement, Campus
Compact enables campuses to develop students’ citizenship
skills and forge effective community partnerships. Our
resources support faculty and staff as they pursue communitybased teaching and scholarship in the service of positive
change.
Our Purpose
Campus Compact advances the public purposes of colleges
and universities by deepening their ability to improve
community life and to educate students for civic and social
responsibility. Campus Compact envisions colleges and
universities as vital agents and architects of a diverse
democracy, committed to educating students for responsible
citizenship in ways that both deepen their education and
improve the quality of community life. We challenge all of
higher education to make civic and community engagement an
institutional priority.
History
Campus Compact was founded in 1985 by the presidents of
Brown, Georgetown, and Stanford Universities and the
president of the Education Commission of the States. In the
mid-1980s, the media portrayed college students as
materialistic and self-absorbed, more interested in making
money than in helping their neighbors. The founding
presidents believed this public image was false, but they also
recognized colleges and universities had an obligation to do
more to contribute to a healthy democracy. Campus Compact
was created to help colleges and universities rise to the
challenge of achieving their public purposes.

Andrew Seligsohn

Andrew J. Seligsohn is president of Campus Compact,
a national coalition of 1100 colleges and universities
dedicated to the public purposes of higher
education. As president, Seligsohn has focused on
strengthening Campus Compact’s support for deep
partnerships between campuses and communities
through comprehensive campus planning. He is also
leading efforts to expand Campus Compact’s
professional development and student civic leadership
offerings. Before joining Campus Compact in June of
2014, Seligsohn served as Associate Chancellor for
Civic Engagement and Strategic Planning at Rutgers
University–Camden, where he worked across the
campus to develop the university’s engagement
infrastructure to maximize community impact and
student learning. Seligsohn previously served as
Director of Civic Engagement Learning in the Pace
Center at Princeton University and as a faculty member
in the Department of Political Science at Hartwick
College. At Hartwick, Seligsohn also served as the
elected chair of the faculty. Seligsohn has published
articles and chapters on higher education engagement,
student political engagement, constitutional law,
political theory, and urban politics. Seligsohn is a
member of the Policy Council of the Service Year
Alliance and the National Advisory Board for the All In
Campus Democracy Challenge. Seligsohn holds a
Ph.D. in political science from the University of
Minnesota and a B.A. in modern intellectual history
from Williams College.
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Campus Compact became the primary agent helping to build
the infrastructure for higher education engagement, including
offices and staff to coordinate community engagement efforts,
training to help faculty members integrate community work into
their teaching and research, scholarships and other student
incentives, and the institutional will to make civic and
community engagement a priority. Today more than 98% of
Campus Compact member campuses have one or more
community partnerships, and more than 90% include service
or civic engagement in their mission statements. These
campuses are putting their knowledge and resources to work
to help build strong communities and educate the next
generation of responsible citizens.
How We Work
Campus Compact comprises 33 state and regional compacts, including Utah Campus Compact, that act
as independent organizations to serve local communities while advancing national initiatives and state
specific programming in pursuit of our shared mission.
Our Work
Campus compact works through a variety of initiatives to achieve our goals of educating citizens and
building our democracy.
 We maintain the leading online resource collection for
higher education engagement, featuring syllabi,
program models, and other tools for students, faculty,
staff, and community partners.


In partnership with Stylus Publishing, we create new publications to bring the latest knowledge to
practitioners.



We recognize excellence in community-engaged teaching and scholarship through our Thomas
Ehrlich Award for Civically Engaged Faculty.



We develop and connect the next generation of public problem solvers through our Newman Civic
Fellowship. Newman Civic Fellows are community-committed students nominated by their
presidents and chancellors who come together to build their capacities as agents of positive
change and to build a network to pursue the public good across the country and beyond.



We support campus planning for comprehensive and integrated engagement. At the moment, more
than 450 campuses nationally are building Campus Civic Action Plans grounded in the
commitments of the Campus Compact 30th Anniversary Action Statement. Those commitments are:

ALEXIS BUCKNAM
Alexis Bucknam has worked in higher education and community engagement for nearly
two decades. She has served as the Executive Director of Utah Campus Compact since
2012, providing leadership to an organization that bolsters the purposed of higher
education throughout the state. Prior to joining Utah Campus Compact, she served as the
Director of Student Programs with the Blum Center for Developing Economies at the
University of California, Berkeley. She also held two other positions at Cal as a program
coordinator in the Public Service Center and coordinating all the Academic Dean
Searches for the university. In addition, she directed student activities for Mills College
and served a year in the AmeriCorps National Civilian Community Corps as a Team
Leader. She earned her B.S. Management from the University of Utah (U.), M.A.
Counseling in Student Affairs at UCLA, and is currently a student in the Ed.D. in Higher
Education Administration program in the Educational Leadership & Policy department at
the U.
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COALITION OF URBAN AND
METROPOLITAN UNIVERSITIES
About CUMU
Mission and Vision
The Coalition of Urban and Metropolitan Universities is an
international affiliate organization of universities in large
metropolitan areas that share common understandings of
their institutional missions and values, as described in the
Declaration of Metropolitan Universities.
The Coalition ensures sustained attention to the exchange of information and ideas among member
institutions about higher education’s role in urban and metropolitan settings, engenders a unified approach
to the resolution of common challenges, and develops a clearer understanding within the higher education
community and among public policy makers and the public about the distinctive roles played by urban and
metropolitan institutions of higher education.
The objectives of the Coalition are to:
•
•
•
•
•

Promote the exchange of ideas, experiences, and research outcomes among its members.
Acquaint faculty, administrators, the public, and policy makers with new tools and approaches for
assessing the unique contributions, quality, impact, and productivity of urban and metropolitan
universities.
Promulgate the creation and dissemination of knowledge on metropolitan issues.
Provide a forum for the presentation of ideas and opinions on the role of urban and metropolitan
universities in addressing the challenges of our cities.
Assist urban and metropolitan universities in shaping and adapting structures, policies, and
practices to enhance their effectiveness as key institutions in the lives of metropolitan regions and
their citizens.

The Coalition’s objectives are achieved through strategies, programs and activities that support research
and information exchange, institutional engagement and service, and public information and advocacy.
The Coalition defines, supports and disseminates data, institutional research, assessments, case studies
and best practices which enable member institutions to better fulfill their missions, enhance access and
learning in urban and metropolitan environments, and ensure continuous improvement, efficiency,
effectiveness and accountability. This is achieved through programs which, among others, fund relevant
research efforts of faculty, institutional researchers and graduate students; publish research and practice in
the Coalition journal, Metropolitan Universities: An International Forum; issue awards and recognitions of
achievement; and foster information sharing and a network of innovation through regular conferencing
activities.
The Coalition assists universities in being effective regional leaders and stewards for enhancing the quality
of life and educational, economic and cultural development. It serves as an informational resource and
clearinghouse of best practices in the formation and support of partnerships with post-secondary
educational institutions, K-12 schools, governmental agencies, business and industry, and cultural and civic
organizations to promote learning, civic engagement, knowledge development and application, community
building and economic development.
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The Coalition collaborates with professional
associations, business coalitions, and
associations of university staff and public
officials to support outreach, research and
public policy objectives.

BOBBIE LAUR

The Coalition seeks to analyze, develop, and
advocate for public policies and resources at
local, regional, state and national levels that
support the objectives of member institutions,
especially related to issues such as student
access, opportunity and success as well as
research and public service activities that
address critical urban issues.
Coalition History
CUMU was founded in 1989 by a group of ten
presidents at Wright State University. The
founders of CUMU came together to create a
viable niche in higher education for those
institutions united through their philosophies.
In the first published issue of our journal,
Metropolitan Universities, CUMU founders
Charles Hathaway, Paige E. Mulhollan, and
Karen A. White stated,
"The university must not stand apart from its
society and its immediate environment but
must be an integral part of that society. The
university best serves itself and society by
assuming an active leadership role, as
opposed to its traditional stance of somewhat
passive responsiveness.”
Over the organization’s history, much has
been accomplished. Most notable is that the
vision of the original founders has been
realized. Today, the concepts of engagement
and leadership within the communities in
which we reside are, for the most part, widely
accepted.

Bobbie serves as the Executive Director for the
Coalition of Urban and Metropolitan Universities
(CUMU), which is headquartered at Towson
University. As Executive Director, Bobbie works with
a board of 14 university Presidents to advocate for
important policy issues affecting urban and
metropolitan universities and the communities they
serve ranging from economic development to K-16
partnerships.
Bobbie also serves as the Associate Vice President,
Outreach within the Division of Innovation of
Innovation and Applied Research at Towson
University. During her 12 years at Towson
University, she has led numerous initiatives to
expand the University’s reach across the region.
She leads the integration of partnerships across the
campus and creates pathways and opportunities for
individuals and organizations to engage in
collaborative work with the University that positively
impacts our region.
Bobbie received a B.S. in Finance from Towson
University and completed graduate studies in Higher
Education Policy at San Diego State University.
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DEMOCRACY COLLABORATIVE
TED HOWARD

Ted Howard is the co-founder and President of The
Democracy Collaborative. Previously, he served as
the Executive Director of the National Center for
Economic Alternatives. In July 2010, Mr. Howard was
appointed the Steven Minter Senior Fellow for Social
Justice at The Cleveland Foundation, a position he
held for four years. Working with the Foundation, he
was a member of a team that developed the
comprehensive job creation and economic inclusion
strategy that resulted in the widely reported Evergreen
Cooperative Initiative. In recent years, he has headed
up consulting teams to help U.S. Mayors and other
civic leaders develop comprehensive wealth building
initiatives in Jacksonville (FL), Richmond (VA),
Rochester (NY), and Albuquerque (NM).
Mr. Howard lectures frequently about community
wealth building, including at major conferences such
as the Clinton Global Initiative-America, the National
Community Reinvestment Coalition, the Cooperatives United World Conference (Manchester,
England), the Environmental Protection Agency’s
Equitable Development Workshop, and regional
Federal Reserve Banks, as well as at numerous
universities including the University of Pennsylvania,
MIT, Michigan State, Georgetown, and Yale.
He is the author of numerous articles appearing in
popular and community development publications. His
chapter "Owning Your Own Job Is a Beautiful Thing"
is included in a book of readings (Investing in What
Works for America’s Communities) published by the
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco.

About The Democracy
Collaborative
The Democracy Collaborative is a national leader
in equitable, inclusive, and sustainable economic
development through our Community Wealth
Building Initiative. This initiative sustains a wide
range of Advisory, Research and Field Building
activities designed to transform the practice of
community/economic development in the United
States. We also host the Next System Project,
ongoing intellectual work designed to connect
Community Wealth Building to the larger context of
systemic economic transformation.
Our staff and associates are involved in a wide
range of projects involving research, training,
leadership in cohort learning, feasibility studies,
policy development, and community-focused work
designed to promote an asset-based paradigm of
economic development and increase support for
transformative strategies among community
stakeholders, anchor institutions, and key
policymakers. As the premier innovator and
leading national voice in the field of Community
Wealth Building, we are known for our research
and advisory services, as well as informing public
policy, promoting new models and strategies, and
establishing metrics to advance the field.
Throughout this work, our mission is to catalyze
the transformation of our economy, working to
build community wealth and create a next system
anchored in democratic ownership and based on:
•
•
•
•
•

Broadening ownership and stewardship
over capital
Democracy at the workplace
Stabilizing community and emphasizing
locality
Equitable and inclusive growth
Environmental, social, and institutional
sustainability
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Our Work with Anchors
Our recent work has developed key analyses of the role that anchor institutions
(placed based, mission driven organizations) can play in creating better
outcomes for low income communities. We have authored major reports on the
state of the field in university, hospital, and local government supported
community-development, as well as convening communities of practice that seek
to address challenges and advance adoption of an anchor mission.
Hospitals, universities, and local governments regularly engage in community programming and activities.
Institutions with an anchor mission seek to deepen their commitment to local communities by consciously
applying their long-term, place-based economic power, in combination with their human and intellectual
resources, to better align with the long-term welfare of the communities in which they are located. Yet, to date,
few tools exist to help institutions reflect and assess broadly the long-term impact of their anchor-mission
activities, and particularly their impact on low-income communities. The Collaborative is developing these
tools for universities, health systems and local government.
Universities are beginning to implement and measure how their economic power is contributing to the longterm welfare of the community. Published in 2013, the Anchor Dashboard and its companion report, Achieving
the Anchor Promise, identify twelve critical areas where anchor institutions can play an effective role in better
aligning university resources with community need. Additionally, it develops illustrative indicators that: 1)
provide a baseline to assess conditions in the community; and 2) evaluate institutional effort—e.g., dollars
spent, procurement shifted, people hired, policies and accountability procedures in place. Since the release of
the report, The Democracy Collaborative has convened a cohort of six universities to pilot this framework – the
Anchor Dashboard Learning Cohort. This group works together to refine the indicators in ways that makes
practical sense; and share results, challenges and successes in a safe, collaborative, learning environment.
By outlining best practices in economic development, community building, education, health, safety, and the
environment, along with potential mechanisms to track progress using already available data, we intend to
move the conversation from “programs” to “institutional impact”—and, especially, on how anchor institutions
can conduct themselves to deliver crucial, and measurable, benefits for low-income children and families, and
better engage their communities. Health systems are increasingly stepping outside of their walls to address
the social, economic, and environmental factors that contribute to poor health outcomes, shortened lives, and
higher costs in the first place. With support from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, The Democracy
Collaborative has created toolkits (hospitaltoolkits.org) to accelerate a new model in healthcare that builds
community health into core business practices.
As cities struggle with rising inequality, widespread economic hardship, and racial disparities, something
surprising and hopeful is also stirring. In a growing number of America’s cities, a more inclusive, communitybased approach to economic development is being taken up by a new breed of economic development
professionals and mayors. The cities profiled in our 2015 Cities Building Community Wealth report show the
way forward. Economic development professionals and mayors are working in partnership with foundations,
anchor institutions, unions, community organizations, progressive business networks, workers, and community
residents.

EMILY SLADEK
Emily joined the Democracy Collaborative in November 2015 as Research Assistant
working with the Anchor Dashboard program. With a background in research and
evaluation for academic bridge programs (Department of Education TRiO) as well as the
Gateways for Incarcerated Youth program, which brings college students and
incarcerated youth together in a collaborative learning environment, Emily collaborates
with communities to collect culturally relevant data that strengthens organizational and
policy development. Previously, she interned with the Peace Economy Transitions
program at the Institute of Policy Studies identifying best practices to convert the
defense industry to more community-determined economic models.
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IMAGINING AMERICA
About Imagining America
(IA)
By the late 1990s, the national
conversation about higher education’s
civic purpose was well established,
reinvigorated during the previous
decade. Newly created centers for
service‐learning and community
partnerships were advancing higher
education’s commitment to
engagement. However, values of
reciprocity and mutual benefit
sometimes went unrealized, and
humanities, arts, and design were
underrepresented.
Imagining America was launched at a
1999 White House Conference initiated
by the White House Millennium Council,
the University of Michigan, and the
Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship Foundation. The name
Imagining America reflected the theme
of the White House Millennium Council
that focused on renewing participation
in all walks of U.S. life: “Honor the Past
– Imagine the Future.”
Vision
Publicly engaged artists, designers,
scholars, and community activists
working toward the democratic
transformation of higher education and
civic life.
Mission
Imagining America creates democratic
spaces to foster and advance publicly
engaged scholarship that draws on arts,
humanities, and design. We catalyze
change in campus practices, structures,
and policies that enables artists and
scholars to thrive and contribute to
community action and revitalization.

Origins
Within this context, Julie Ellison and David Scobey were
developing an engaged arts and humanities presence at the
University of Michigan, especially through Scobey’s Arts of
Citizenship program. Across the country, there was recognition
of an informal “movement” growing among artists, humanists,
designers, and other scholars in the cultural disciplines who
passionately wanted to claim engagement at the core of their
identities as intellectuals and artists.
Across the country, there was recognition of an informal
“movement” growing among artists, humanists, designers, and
other scholars in the cultural disciplines who passionately
wanted to claim engagement at the core of their identities as
intellectuals and artists.
Imagining America was launched at a 1999 White House
Conference initiated by the White House Millennium Council,
the University of Michigan, and the Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship Foundation. The name Imagining America reflected
the theme of the White House Millennium Council that focused
on renewing participation in all walks of U.S. life: “Honor the
Past – Imagine the Future.” The 1999 Conference participants
became the basis for what would become Imagining America’s
consortium of colleges and universities, and the University of
Michigan agreed to be the initial host campus, with Julie
Ellison as founding director. In 2007, Syracuse University
became the next institutional host, and Jan Cohen-Cruz served
as director through 2012.
Achievements of IA’s early years:
• fostering a national network of campus-community
collaborators in humanities, arts, and design
• developing an analytical framework to identify and
critically consider the range of emerging artistic and
scholarly endeavors
• promoting public scholarship as an important and
legitimate enterprise in higher education
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Moving Forward
In 2007, IA transitioned to its second host campus, Syracuse University, with Jan Cohen-Cruz as
director. By that time, IA had taken its place among other national organizations that push the
boundaries of civic engagement in higher education.
By that time, IA had taken its place among other national organizations that push the boundaries of
civic engagement in higher education.
In 2008, IA released its prominent report based on several years of research, Scholarship in Public:
Knowledge Creation and Tenure Policy in the Engaged University, by Julie Ellison and Timothy K.
Eatman, IA’s research director. During this time, IA developed Collaboratories to leverage IA’s
intellectual and creative capital by drawing on the expertise of investigators from the consortium. The
primary goal of collaboratories was to incubate and nurture work through exploration of shared
interests. Many of IA’s current research initiatives grew out of these collaboratories, and continue to
probe into the impact of public scholarship, regionally, nationally, and globally.
Imagining America Today
Led by faculty co-directors Timothy K. Eatman and Scott J. Peters, IA is currently comprised of more
than 100 college and university members and community partners. Annual programming includes
convening a national conference and cultural organizing institutes, and collaborative research and
action projects. IA contributes resources to an expanding membership, offers opportunities
undergraduate and graduate student leaders, and provides significant leadership to the field of
engaged scholarship in higher education.
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INTERNATIONAL CITY/COUNTY
MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
ABOUT ICMA
ICMA, the International City/County
Management Association, advances
professional local government worldwide.
The organization’s mission is to create
excellence in local governance by
developing and fostering professional
management to build better communities.
ICMA identifies leading practices to address
the needs of local governments and
professionals serving communities globally.
We provide services, research, publications,
data and information, peer and resultsoriented assistance, and training and
professional development to thousands of
city, town, and county leaders and other
individuals and organizations throughout the
world.
The management decisions made by ICMA's
members affect millions of people living in
thousands of communities, ranging in size
from small towns to large metropolitan
areas.

ROB CARTY
Rob Carty is ICMA’s director of career services, overseeing a portfolio of products and
programs that engage aid professionals and local government staff in entering and advancing
in the field of professional management. Programs include ICMA Student Chapters, the Local
Government Management Fellowship and Internships Programs, and professional
development events. Additionally, Mr. Carty oversees the creation or review of products and
programs for more seasoned professionals such as the Job Hunting Handbook, Internship
Toolkit, Recruitment Guidelines, Compensation Guidelines, Model Employment Agreement,
Speed Coaching, and First Time Administrator’s Guide. Mr. Carty manages several ICMA
member boards and task forces, produces ICMA’s Leading Ideas video series, and oversees
the management and marketing of ICMA’s Job Center. Prior to joining ICMA in 2004, Mr. Carty
was a consultant and public relations professional working in the public sector. Projects and
experience include marketing, community outreach, strategic counsel, public speaking, public
policy, and media relations. Mr. Carty has worked in local and federal government, and the
private sector both in the U.S. and overseas. He holds a Master of Business Administration
degree from the University of Maryland, College Park, and a Bachelor of Arts degree from the
University of San Diego, California, and is a member of ICMA.
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Promoting Professional Local Government Management
City, town, and county managers make an enormous difference in the communities they serve.
ICMA’s top organizational priority is to continue to build momentum for professionally managed local
governments—to demonstrate and promote the “performance dividend” of professional management.
Professional managers, much like executives running private sector corporations, bring together the
leadership, vision, and focus on results needed to create better communities by:
• managing financial and human resources;
• delivering services;
• planning strategically for community development;
• using performance metrics systems to drive continuous improvement; and
• committing to high ethical standards.
ICMA believes that communities benefit most when professional managers operate in a council-manager
form of government, and works hard to promote this system.
ICMA supports this critical priority through:
•
•
•
•

The Future of Professional Management
Support for communities striving to bring professional management into their jurisdictions by hiring a
professional manager.
Attracting the next generation of local government leaders.
Resources and professional development programs through ICMA Press and ICMA University

Who We Are: ICMA advances professional local government management
Each time we turn on the tap in our kitchens, set the trash out for pick-up the next day, or cruise through our
neighborhoods on newly paved roads, we access our local governments. Providing essential community
services that ensure the quality of our lives is what local government is all about.
Founded in 1914, ICMA, the International City/County Management Association, advances professional local
government through leadership, management, innovation, and ethics. Our vision is to be the leading
professional association dedicated to creating and supporting thriving communities throughout the world.
ICMA's members are the professional city, town, and county managers who are appointed by elected officials
to oversee the day-to-day operation of our communities. The association promotes and embraces diversity
among its members, including a governing board that reflects ICMA’s membership and the communities
served.
ICMA provides member support; publications; data and information; peer and results-oriented assistance; and
training and professional development to over 11,000 city, town, and county managers, their staffs, and other
individuals and organizations throughout the world. The management decisions made by ICMA's members
affect millions of individuals living in thousands of communities, from small villages and towns to large
metropolitan areas.
ICMA is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization that offers a wide range of services to its members and the local
government community. It also performs mission-driven grant and contract-funded work both in the U.S. and
Internationally, which is supported by federal government agencies, foundations, and corporations.
What We Do
ICMA creates excellence in local governance by developing and fostering professional local government
management worldwide. The organization provides technical and management assistance, training, and
information resources in the areas of performance measurement, ethics education and training, community
and economic development, environmental management, technology, and other topics to its members and
the broader local government community.
The leadership and management decisions made by ICMA's over 10,000 members affect tens of millions of
individuals in thousands of communities, from small towns with populations of a few hundred to metropolitan
areas serving several million.
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MARK OTT

Marc A. Ott is executive director of ICMA, the International
City/County Management Association. ICMA’s Executive
Director operates on a national and international stage,
representing a profession with more than 100 years of
history, tradition, and transformation. As executive
director, Ott oversees a workforce of 100 employees and
a budget of more than $30 million. Responsibilities
include:


Working closely with the 21-member ICMA
Executive Board and members to support and
advocate for professional and ethical local
government management.



Establishing networks and strong working
relationships with ICMA’s affiliated State
Associations, as well as peer organizations such
as the National League of Cities, U.S. Conference
of Mayors, National Association of County
Organizations, National Association of County
Administrators and other national forums.



Understanding today’s economic climate, and how
to support members whose local governments are
dealing with the post-recessionary economy and
ever-tightening resources.



Leveraging opportunities to enhance ICMA’s
global presence in the international development
arena.



Assisting local governments as they deal with their
communities’ changing demographics.



Harvesting trends and leading-edge ideas by
working with ICMA staff to provide professional
development opportunities for managers.



Upholding the ICMA Code of Ethics by swiftly
addressing ethical issues among members, with
an eye toward increasing the Association’s
responsiveness.

Core Activities
•

Advocacy

•

Annual Conference

•

Ethics Education and
Training

•

Survey Research

•

ICMA Press

•

ICMA University

•

ICMA Program
Centers

•

ICMA International
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INTERNATIONAL TOWN AND
GOWN ASSOCIATION
BETH BAGWELL

About ITGA
Vision Statement
The International Town &
Gown Association is the
premier resource for
addressing challenges,
emerging issues and
opportunities between and
amongst institutions of higher
education and the
communities in which they
reside.
Mission Statement
The International Town & Gown Association strengthens
town/gown partnerships by providing a network of professionals
and resources, identifying and sharing promising practices,
innovative solutions and professional development opportunities
for municipal and university communities.

Beth Bagwell is the executive
director of the International Town
& Gown Association. She has 15
years of teaching experience and
has worked in the nonprofit
sector for more than a decade.
Ms. Bagwell holds a Master’s
Degree in Public Administration
with a concentration in Nonprofit
Management from Clemson
University. She also has a
Bachelor of Arts Degree in
Elementary and Early Childhood
Education from Lander University
in Greenwood, SC.
Ms. Bagwell’s work in the public
sector and post-graduate position
at the Strom Thurmond Institute
of Government and Public Affairs
at Clemson University helped
prepare her for her current
position with the ITGA.

Values
Facilitate, communicate, foster, assist, create, educate, design,
lead, guide, promote, nurture and support.
History
The formation of ITGA took place almost a decade ago through a
series of meetings and events in which municipal and academic
leaders recognized a need for unification. Eight founding
members joined forces to construct and nature this organization,
creating a vehicle for leaders to meet, network, explore, and
grow. Then, in 2008, the ITGA was formally organized as a
nonprofit organization, thanks to the vision of Mayor Larry
Abernathy, the Joint City University Advisory Board (JCUAB), the
City of Clemson and Clemson University.
Our Services
The ITGA provides a weekly newsletter for its members and
collects data through an annual survey that helps identify the
challenges and opportunities unique to campus communities
around the world. The Organization offers peer-to-peer
networking opportunities by connecting members who are
experiencing challenges to members who have experienced
similar problems and have developed effective strategies and
promising practices to help improve the quality of life in their
community. Additionally, our College Town Resource Center
contains a multiple array of resources for member access.
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Core Activities
Annual Conference
Since 2008, ITGA has sponsored an annual conference that provides an opportunity for students,
professional members and affiliates to learn from each other, share information, network and build
partnerships with professionals who work in the unique field of town-gown relations. It also offers the
Association the opportunity to accomplish the business of the ITGA.
Regional Conference
Two years ago, the ITGA Board of Directors expressed an interest in partnering with members
interested in hosting regional conferences. This offers ITGA member institutions and municipalities the
opportunity to host a regional and or state level conference that focuses on the strengths and unique
challenges of their town-gown communities and share innovative solutions. This is an emerging model
that is expanding our town & gown network.
Professional Development Opportunities
Professional development opportunities are offered annually at the ITGA conference through the
Certificate in Town Gown Relations Program, Level I and II. This pre-conference opportunity focuses on
addressing the complex challenges associated with university and city relations and helps foster the
skills necessary for effective development of collaborative partnerships and alliances. Designed for
busy professionals, the program uses real world experiences to inform practical solutions. The
modules are lead by practitioners who have specialized for decades in addressing the social, cultural,
physical, and economic situations unique to communities that are also home to colleges and
universities. Over 350 people have participated in Level I. Level II, a newer component, is a
continuation of Level I and is geared toward seasoned practitioners and executive level leaders. We will
continue to expand professional development opportunities to meet the ongoing needs of our members.

LISA DVORAK
Lisa Dvorak is the Community Liaison for the City of San Marcos, Texas
as well as a member of the International Town and Gown Association
Executive Board. She is a veteran police officer who retired at the rank
of Assistant Chief to lead the city/university collaboration Achieving
Community Together (ACT) San Marcos. ACT San Marcos is an
internationally recognized problem-oriented policing effort. Innovative
methodologies are used to shift from enforcement to shared
responsibility when resolving disorder in student-dominated residential
areas.
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NASPA
STUDENT AFFAIRS ADMINISTRATORS IN HIGHER EDUCATION

STEPHANIE REYNOLDS

About NASPA
We are the leading
association for the
advancement,
health, and
sustainability of the
student affairs
profession.
Our work provides high-quality professional
development, advocacy, and research for 15,000
members in all 50 states, 25 countries, and 8 U.S.
territories.

Stephanie Reynolds is the Assistant Director for
Knowledge Communities and CLDE Initiatives for
NASPA. In this capacity, she oversees all of
NASPA’s Civic Learning and Democratic
Engagement endeavors, including but not limited
to, the NASPA Lead Initiative, Voter Friendly
Campus designation, and the annual CLDE
Meeting. She has over 8 years of experience in
higher education focused on developing and
implanting CLDE practices in student affairs.
Ms. Reynolds holds a Master of Arts Degree in
Clinical Psychology from Chatham University in
Pittsburgh, PA. She also has a Bachelor’s of
Science Degree in Biology and a minor in
Business Administration from Walsh University in
North Canton, OH.
Ms. Stephanie Reynolds has served as the
Coordinator for Commuter, Evening and
Weekend Programs at Walsh University, as the
Coordinator of Student Affairs, and as the
Assistant Director of Student Affairs and
Residence Life at Chatham University. Since
2010, a core job responsibility of Ms. Reynolds
has been coordinating opportunities and
promoting civic engagement and democratic
learning throughout the institution.

Advancing Leadership, Shaping Change
NASPA is the leading association for the advancement,
health, and sustainability of the student affairs
profession. We serve a full range of professionals who
provide programs, experiences, and services that
cultivate student learning and success in concert with
the mission of our colleges and universities. Established
in 1918 and founded in 1919, NASPA is comprised of
over 15,000 members in all 50 states, 36 countries, and
8 U.S. Territories.
Through high-quality professional development, strong
policy advocacy, and substantive research to inform
practice, NASPA meets the diverse needs and invests
in realizing the potential of all its members under the
guiding principles of integrity, innovation, inclusion, and
inquiry. NASPA members serve a variety of functions
and roles, including the vice president and dean for
student life, as well as professionals working within
housing and residence life, student unions, student
activities, counseling, career development, orientation,
enrollment management, racial and ethnic minority
support services, and retention and assessment.
Mission
To be the principal source of leadership, scholarship,
professional development, and advocacy for student
affairs.
Vision
NASPA is the leading voice for the student affairs
profession.
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We believe that the student affairs profession should be held to the highest standards possible.
Without these high standards the people who matter the most, our students, will suffer. Student
learning doesn’t just happen in a classroom. Opportunities for teaching and development exist
everywhere and at all times on campus and it’s our job to seize these moments. And as student
affairs professionals our job is to foster and promote these interactions. Encouraging an
understanding and respect for diversity, a belief the worth of individuals, and supporting our students
in their needs are just some of the core concepts of the profession. At NASPA, we understand the
importance of this work and provide opportunities for our members to continue to expand their
knowledge and skills.
Areas of Focus
• NASPA Annual Conference
• NASPA Advisory Services
• The NASPA Lead Initiative
• Enough is Enough
• 360 Proof
• Culture of Respect
• CAS | Council for the Advancements of Standards
• The Placement Exchange
Vision
NASPA is the leading voice for the student affairs profession.
Existing partners attending Summit:
• AASCU, American Democracy Project
• Campus Compact
• Coalition for Urban and Metropolitan Universities
• Imagining America
• NERCHE
• The Democracy Commitment
Reasons for Attending Summit
To continue collaboration with organizations NASPA already partners with, but to also, build
relationships with the other attending organizations. To foster the spirit of our work for future
partnerships and to think broadly about the relationships with cities wherein our institutions reside. To
learn about the mission and values of the other attending organizations and to discuss our common
interests.
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON CITIZENSHIP
About NCoC
Mission Statement
The National Conference on Citizenship (NCoC) is dedicated to strengthening civic life in America. We pursue our
mission through a nationwide network of partners involved in a cutting-edge civic health initiative, our cross-sector
conferences and engagement with a broad spectrum of individuals and organizations interested in utilizing civic
engagement principles and practices to enhance their work. Connecting people for the purpose of strengthening
civic life is our goal. At the core of our joint efforts is the belief that every person has the ability to help their
community and country thrive.
History
Established in 1946, NCoC was chartered by Congress in 1953 to harness the patriotic energy and civic
involvement surrounding World War II. Since 1953, the mission has been recognized by Congress as unique and
in the public interest. In 2016, there were approximately 1.8 million nonprofits in America. Of that number, fewer
than 100 are chartered by Congress.
In 2009, Congress named NCoC in the Edward M. Kennedy Serve America Act, once again memorializing its
important role. This legislation codified and expanded the Civic Health Initiative (CHI) in partnership with the
Corporation for National and Community Service resulting in the nation’s largest and most definitive measure of
civic engagement.

SALLY PROUTY
Sally Prouty was appointed Interim CEO of the National Conference on Citizenship in
December 2015 to assist the Board of Directors and staff in establishing strategic
direction and vision for the organization. Guided by the belief that individuals and
organizations committed to enhancing civic life in America must broaden their scope of
influence she is committed to engaging new partners and audiences in a national civic
renewal effort focused on equity diversity and inclusion.
Sally most recently served as Interim Director of Philanthropy for Active Civic Engagement (PACE) where she supported the
board of directors in planning for the future of the organization and provided leadership in its search for a new executive
director. In 2012 after serving nearly a decade as President and CEO of The Corps Network Sally was appointed as the
inaugural PACE Fellow to provide thought leadership and guidance on their ‘Civic Pathways out of Poverty’ project. PACE is
a learning collaborative of funders doing work in the fields of civic engagement, service and democratic practice. As
President and CEO of The Corps Network (TCN), a national member association representing service and conservation
corps, she led work focused on assuring quality, advancing policy, and building partnerships in support of its member corps.
Immediately prior to appointment at TCN Sally served seven years as Director of the Ohio Civilian Conservation Corps
operating two residential and six non-residential programs.
Prior to her work with Civilian Conservation, she served four years as Deputy Director of the Ohio Department of Natural
Resources representing the divisions of Water, Soil and Water Conservation, Geological Survey, Civilian Conservation,
Recycling and Litter Prevention, Public Information and Education. In addition to 30 years in the public and private sectors,
including administrative and faculty positions as a nurse, Sally has held volunteer positions at the local, state, national, and
international levels including service on a city board of education and on the founding board of a charter school. She
currently serves on the advisory board for Community Renewal International. A Registered Nurse, Prouty also holds a
degree in Organizational Communication from Capital University in Columbus, Ohio.
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NCoC has been an important incubator for
programs such as the Civic Data Challenge,
The Civic 50 and the Service Year Alliance.
Each program has used data and 21st
century tools to create collective impact
efforts across the country.
Under the leadership of a committed board of directors who have ensured the financial viability of the
organization, NCoC has hosted conferences since 1946 bringing together leaders in the civic engagement field to
share experiences and challenge participants to be increasingly engaged.
NCoC Programs
Civic Health Index (CHI) is at the center of our work. We
think of “civic health” as the way that communities are
organized to define and address public problems.
Communities with strong indicators of civic health have
higher employment rates, stronger schools, better physical
health, and more responsive governments. For the past 10
years NCoC, together with the Corporation for National and
Community Service and state and community level
collaborative networks across the nation, has documented
the state of civic life in America in city, state and national
Civic Health Index (CHI) reports.
The Annual Conference on Citizenship is NCoC’s signature event.
Held in proximity to Citizenship Day (also known as Constitution Day),
NCoC convenes leaders in the field of civic engagement along with
other individuals and organizations interested in utilizing civic
engagement principles and practices to enhance their work.
Connecting people for the purpose of strengthening civic life is the
goal.
Connecting people. Strengthening America. A Civic Renewal Initiative of the National Conference on
Citizenship
Civic life in America, constantly evolving, is poised for a new wave of growth. For decades, evidence has shown
troubling disengagement from many spheres of civic life. Yet, civic engagement is bubbling to the surface of the
front pages and front-lines of cities across the nation. Whether in the form of powerful protests, increased public
dialogue about pressing social issues, a pointed dissatisfaction with the political process from all sides, battles
over the privilege and definition of citizenship, or increases in new forms of online engagement, the rumbling
nationwide is evident: now is the time for Americans to think deeply, act meaningfully, and talk openly with
their fellow citizens about the future and health of our country. This is a time for civic renewal—a renewal
that’s not about politics, but about the heart and soul of our communities on issues like education, health care,
public safety, and technology.
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NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES
MIKE NELSON

About NLC
The National
League of
Cities (NLC)
is dedicated
to helping city
leaders build
better
communities.

Mike Nelson is the National League of Cities’ Program
Manager, Member Services and Engagement for the
western US. As a former mayor of a college town in
North Carolina, Mike brings a wealth of knowledge
about local government and the unique issues that
university communities face. Mike joined NLC after 7
years as western states membership account
manager at the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants.

Katrina Loraine Amos
Washington

Katrina Loraine Amos Washington is the Program
Manager for the southern region for the National
League of Cities. She is also the staff liaison for the
organization’s University Communities Council. A
proud native of Bryan/ College Station, Texas and
graduate of Texas A&M University, Katrina
understands the importance of strong, positive
relationships between municipalities and institutions
of higher education. Prior to joining NLC, Katrina
served as the membership director for the Virginia
Restaurant, Lodging and Travel Association.

Working in partnership with the 49 state
municipal leagues, NLC serves as a resource to
and an advocate for the more than 19,000 cities,
villages and towns it represents.
NLC provides the solutions and resources that
communities need to succeed and conquer the
challenges they face. By providing members
with original research, education and training
opportunities, we help local officials examine
emerging issues and develop new skills.
From Ogden, Utah to Thurmond, West Virginia,
we create networking opportunities that span the
country. With seven federal advocacy groups, six
member councils, five constituency groups and
two national conferences a year, we connect
local leaders with thousands of your peers.
Through full-time lobbying and grassroots
campaigns, we elevate policy ideas built on the
best practices of local governments across the
country. We proactively drive federal policy on
the issues most important to cities: public safety,
the economy, infrastructure and protecting the
tax-exempt status of municipal bonds.
Local governments have proven themselves to
be innovative, resourceful and independent—we
lobby to make sure cities have the freedom to
create the conditions that lead to economic
prosperity, to invest in the infrastructure that their
residents depend on, and to support the public
safety community.
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NLC’s Members
The National League of Cities members are
municipalities from across the country. A city or town
joins NLC and the elected officials and staff participate
in NLC's programs, activities and governance. State
municipal leagues are also active members of NLC,
guiding the organization's priorities and serving as an
important link to cities in their state. And, NLC offers
membership opportunities for members of the private
and non-profit sector.
Cities and Towns
More than 2,000 municipalities of all sizes pay dues directly to NLC and actively participate as leaders and voting
members in the organization.
State Municipal Leagues
State Municipal Leagues occupy a special position within the National League of Cities as the founding members
and serve as a conduit of communication with NLC for our mutual memberships. Through the state municipal
league network, NLC represents over 19,000 cities and towns.
Associate Members
The Associate Member Program is designed to meet with needs of corporations and other organizations who do
business with America's cities and towns and need to stay on top of activity in this area. Associate Membership
can provide the edge your company needs in the competitive local government marketplace of products, services
and ideas.
Corporate Partner Programs
This program promotes the exchange of ideas between corporate leaders and the leaders of America's cities in
order to strengthen local government, encourage economic competitiveness, and promote corporate civic
engagement. Participation in the NLC Corporate Partners Program is by invitation of the NLC Leadership.
Driving Change: A Bold New Approach
In order to chart a course that keeps the National League of Cities relevant to current and potential members while
navigating the economic and political circumstances, we set forth on developing a three-year strategic plan.
A Strategic Planning Task Force has spent the last year surveying, interviewing and listening to our individual
members, leaders, councils, committees, constituency groups, state municipal leagues and staff.
We heard the feedback and we agree: it is time to transform the National League of Cities into the most relevant,
powerful force for cities that it can be.
We're making a powerful new commitment as an organization. Going forward, everything we do will strive to embody
eight core principles critical to our members. We will be:
• Inclusive - nonpartisan, embracing diverse views, modeling civility, providing "many doors" into NLC
• Focused - on what matters most to our members and municipalities nationwide
• Valuable - as a resource and advocate for our members, and a partner to the state municipal leagues and federal
policymakers
• Influential - recognized as powerful, reliable and respected by federal policymakers
• Visible - to our members, in Washington, DC, and in the news
• Relationship Driven - building personal connections among members and with NLC staff
• Forward Leaning - with compelling engagement opportunities and cutting edge ideas and technology
• Financially Solid - with a diversified revenue model
To achieve this, we set five clear, powerful goals.
Goal #1: Proactively drive federal policy.
Goal #2: Promote innovation and provide proven strategies and valuable resources.
Goal #3: Raise the profile of city governments as key leaders and partners in improving the quality of life for our nation.
Goal #4: Expand the capacity of city officials to serve as ethical, effective and engaged leaders.
Goal #5: Transform our organization so that it is focused on top priorities, fully aligned, nimble, accountable, and transparent.
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THE DEMOCRACY COMMITMENT
About TDC
VISION
As we move forward in an increasingly
contentious global era and face a civic
learning gap nationally, the United States
must make civic and democratic learning for
all students a top national priority.
The Democracy Commitment (TDC) is a
national organization dedicated to the cause
of democracy in higher education, and to
make democratic skills available to all
individuals who desire a voice and a seat at
the table of local, state, and national
discourse and action. To such end TDC
provides a platform for the development and
expansion of community college programs,
projects, and curricula aimed at engaging
students in civic learning and democratic
engagement.
GOAL
The goal of TDC is that every student of an American community college graduates with an education in
citizenship and democracy. This goal includes ALL of our students whether they aim to transfer to
university, achieve an associate degree, or obtain a certificate. The future of our democracy and our
shared futures depend on a more informed, engaged, and globally responsible citizenry. We strive to close
the gap between the democracy we have and the democracy we seek.

HISTORY
TDC is celebrating its 5th Anniversary as it was launched on November 11, 2011, at The New York
Times headquarters in New York City. Presidents and chancellors from 50 community colleges and districts
nationwide were early signatories, and we have nearly doubled our network of committed member institutions
progressing to realize our goal.
The Democracy Commitment is modeled after the American Democracy Project, a national coalition of public
state colleges and universities committed to civic and democratic work, sponsored by the American
Association of State Colleges and Universities (AASCU.)
TDC is headquartered in Washington, D.C., at the offices of AASCU where this partnership enriches both 2year colleges and 4-year colleges and universities in their efforts to enhance civic engagement on campus
and in student life by creating complementary projects and goals.
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VERDIS LEVAR
ROBINSON

Verdis LeVar Robinson joins the leadership team of TDC as its first
National Director after serving as a tenured Assistant Professor of
History and African-American Studies having taught writing-intensive,
web-enhanced, service-learning courses at Monroe Community College
(MCC) in Rochester, New York, for ten years. In addition to serving as
MCC’s TDC Campus Coordinator since the beginning of the initiative, he
has served on TDC National Steering Committee and on the Advisory
Council for its Economic Inequality Initiative.
Professionally, Verdis is a fellow of the Aspen Institute's Faculty Seminar
on Citizenship and the American and Global Polity, and the National
Endowment for the Humanities' Faculty Seminar on Rethinking Black
Freedom Studies: The Jim Crow North and West. He is also a Public
Scholar of the New York Council for the Humanities. Additionally, Verdis
is the founder of the Rochester Neighborhood Oral History Project that
created a walking tour of the community most impacted by the 1964
Race Riots, which has engaged over 350 members of Rochester
community in walking, discussing, and learning about the legacy of Jim
Crow Rochester. He holds a B.M. in Voice Performance from Boston
University, a B.S. and an M.A. in History from SUNY College at
Brockport, and an M.A. in African-American Studies from SUNY
University at Buffalo.
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WEBER STATE UNIVERSITY
BRAD MORTENSEN

Brad Mortensen became Vice President for
University Advancement in January 2007. In this
position he acts as the university's legislative liaison
and oversees the University Advancement division,
which includes Alumni/Development Services,
Alumni Relations, Development, Government
Relations and University Communications.
Dr. Mortensen came to WSU in 2004 and worked as
associate Vice President for Support and
Government Relations within Administrative
Services.
Prior to working at WSU, Dr. Mortensen spent four
years with the Utah System of Higher Education
Office and two years in the Governor’s Office of
Planning and Budget. Dr. Mortensen also worked as
a fiscal analyst for the Arizona Joint Legislative
Budget Committee, and served a one‐year
appointment as an associate for the National Center
of Public Policy and Higher Education.
Dr. Mortensen completed his Ph.D. in Educational
Leadership and Policy at the University of Utah. He
also holds a Master of Public Administration degree
from Syracuse University’s Maxwell School of
Citizenship and Public Affairs, and a Bachelor of Arts
in Political Science from Utah State University.

About WSU
Founded in 1889, Weber State University is a coeducational,
publicly supported university offering professional, liberal arts
and technical certificates, as well as associate's, bachelor’s
and master’s degrees. The university prides itself in its
excellent teaching, extraordinary commitment to meeting the
needs of students at every stage of life and ongoing service
to the community.
Online courses, hybrid courses, distance learning,
independent study and evening classes are offered at times
and places to meet the complex needs of students balancing
family and work responsibilities.
WSU's Ogden campus is located in Ogden, Utah on the
foothills of the Wasatch Mountains, on the western flank of
the Rockies. The Weber State University Davis campus is
located in Layton, Utah.
Covering more than 500 acres, the WSU Ogden campus
houses 63 buildings. Residence halls can accommodate
more than 1,000 students. The Davis campus has a 106,000square-foot building and a 120,000-square-foot building,
which house more than 300 classes per semester.
More than 26,000 students study full- and part-time. WSU
recognizes that a diversity of cultures and perspectives
enriches the learning environment. Here students find an
atmosphere where they are valued and encouraged to
participate fully. Personal attention is the hallmark of a WSU
education. With a student/faculty ratio of 21:1, WSU ensures
that it offers attentive, comprehensive academic advisement
for all its students.
Personal attention is the hallmark of a WSU education. With
a student/faculty ratio of 21:1, WSU ensures that it offers
attentive, comprehensive academic advisement for all its
students.
WSU offers more than 250 undergraduate degree
programs—the most two- and four-year degree offerings in
the state. In addition, the university offers 11 graduate degree
programs, an array of professional certificate programs,
online education and the Early College Program, which helps
high school students get a jump on college.
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Students choose from more than 200 student clubs and
organizations. A lot of the fun happens on campus in the
Shepherd Union Building and at the Dee Events Center. The
surrounding area offers skiing and rock climbing on nearby
mountains and kayaking on nearby rivers.
WSU’s 16 intercollegiate programs compete at the NCAA
Division I level. In addition, the university offers more than
23 club sports and intramural programs.
In-state tuition and fees for full-time undergraduates are
$5,183 per year; out-of-state tuition and fees costs area
$13,837. Institutional scholarships totaled $12,970,478 in the
2013-14 school year. Weber State awarded more than $95
million in financial support to 13,759 students in 2013-14.

MELISSA YACK HALL

Melissa Yack Hall is executive director for Weber State University’s
(WSU) Center for Community Engaged Learning. She also is a
faculty affiliate in WSU’s Teacher Education Department.
Prior to joining WSU, Melissa spent 10 years as program manager
of the University of Utah’s Master of Public Administration.
Dr. Hall serves as an adviser to several local nonprofits and other
organizations. Melissa’s research focuses on community
development and collaborations among nonprofit, public and
private organizations. She holds a Ph.D. from the University of
Utah in educational, leadership and policy. Melissa enjoys skiing,
yoga, hiking and biking with her family and friends.

Adrienne Gillespie Andrews was selected as the first ever Chief Diversity Officer at Weber State
University in May 2015. She previously served in a split appointment as the Special Assistant to
the President for Diversity and the Director of the Center for Diversity and Unity. Andrews began
working at WSU in February 2005 and has held other positions throughout Student Affairs and
regularly taught in the Political Science Department and Women and Gender Studies Program.

Adrienne
Gillespie
Andrews

Andrews earned a Bachelor of Arts degree in Political Science with minors in Ethnic Studies and
Spanish in 1993 from the University of Utah (U of U). She next attended the University of
Denver, College of Law as a Chancellor’s Scholar, leaving in 1995 and returning to the U of U
where she completed a second Bachelor of Arts in Women’s Studies in 1996. Her first master’s
degree was completed at Minnesota State University, Mankato (MSUM) in Women’s Studies in
1997. She completed a master’s degree in Political Science at Rutgers, the State University of
New Jersey in 2001. Her most recent academic accomplishment is a post graduate degree in
Conflict Resolution & Mediation. She is currently a doctoral student in Education, Culture and
Society at the U of U.
Andrews has worked in a variety of government, higher education and non-profit capacities including as the Director of the Center
for Youth Policy and Programs for the State of New Jersey; Staff Associate in the New Jersey Department of State; graduate
associate and research associate at the Eagleton Institute of Politics and Center for American Women and Political Science
Instructor at Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey; Women’s Studies Instructor at MSUM; among other professional and
leadership positions. Andrews has a long history of advocacy in social justice and inclusion work with a special capacity for
community building and currently serves as a member of the Utah Governor’s Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Human Rights
Commission, the Ogden/Weber Chamber – Women in Business Committee, the E3 Board (Educate.Empower.Enrich) and has
previously served on the Boards of Catholic Community Services of Northern Utah and for the American Red Cross of Northern
Utah where she chaired the Celebration of Heroes fundraiser.
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OGDEN CITY
About Ogden City

MARA BROWN

By Ogden City is located in Northern Utah, about
40 miles north of Salt Lake City, situated 10 miles
east of the Great Salt Lake and nestled right at
the base of the Wasatch Mountains. The Ogden
River and Weber River flow through and
converge in the city. Ogden enjoys four distinct
seasons with an abundance of recreational
opportunities in each season. The current
population is 87,000, and 30% of residents are
Hispanic or Latino.
Ogden is a place where urban living and outdoor
recreation coexist in an almost seamless manner.
Ogden is fortunate to have a traditional
downtown area where local, “home-grown”
commerce flourishes. Ogden’s downtown is set
apart from other community areas by its
walkability, distinct architecture, historic districts
and a great variety of restaurants, shopping,
nightlife, theater, galleries and year-round
community events.
High adventure outdoor recreation is a mainstay
in Ogden, with three ski resorts nearby, an
intricate trails system along the foothills that
carries into the city and beyond, prime bouldering
and rock climbing locations, kayak parks, a Blue
Ribbon Fishery designated river, lakes and
reservoirs, golf courses, city parks and more.
A host of world-class events are held in Ogden
annually, drawing visitors from around the
country and the world. The Ogden Marathon is
ranked one of the top ten marathons in the
country; Ogden’s Christmas Village draws
thousands of visitors and has been recognized
nationally as a top ten Christmas celebration; the
Xterra USA Championships are held in Ogden;
and the USA Cycling Collegiate Road National
Championships and USA Cycling Fat Bike
National Championships are held in Ogden.
Other events of interest include a Farmers and
Art Market through the summer, Ogden Arts
Festival, Harvest Moon Festival, and a week-long
celebration of Ogden’s Pioneer Days Rodeo and
Parade.

After graduating from the University of Oregon School
of Law, Mara clerked for Justice Leonard Russon of the
Utah Supreme Court. Mara was a shareholder at the
law firm of Van Cott Bagley Cornwall & McCarthy (now
Fabian Van Cott) where she practiced general civil
litigation for ten years before coming to work for Ogden
City in 2007.
In 2014, Mara completed Negotiation and Leadership
training at the Program on Negotiation at Harvard Law
School, and is particularly interested in civic
engagement and communication.
As Deputy Attorney, among other responsibilities, Mara
handles human resources and government records
issues, and serves as counsel to the Board of Zoning
Adjustment and the Landmarks Commission. Mara is
grateful she has the opportunity to learn from many
dedicated and talented employees of Ogden City on a
daily basis.
While at the City, Mara has been fortunate to work on
projects that involve the intersection of government and
community. Notably, she was instrumental in the
establishment of the Ogden Diversity Commission in
2016.
Two of Mara’s favorite quotes right now are:
“Leadership is about making others better as a result of
your presence and making sure that impact lasts in
your absence.” Sheryl Sandberg
“All the really great things in life are expressed in the
simplest words: friends and family; purpose and
meaning; love and work; caring and community;
appreciation and gratitude.” Dan Zadra
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ROBERT WOOD JOHNSON
FOUNDATION
About RWJF
The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
(RWJF) is the nation’s largest philanthropy
dedicated solely to health.
Our Approach
At RWJF, we are working to build a
national Culture of Health. Our goal is to
help raise the health of everyone in the
United States to the level that a great
nation deserves, by placing well-being at
the center of every aspect of life.
We are very aware that achieving this will
take unprecedented collaboration—a
movement for better health. At the same
time, we also know we are far from alone
in our belief that everyone should have
the opportunity to lead a healthier life.
By working alongside many others, we can bring about meaningful change, now and for generations to
come.

SARENA SEIFER

HISTORY
Sarena Seifer’s work focuses on the principles and best practices of
partnerships between communities and higher educational institutions
around education, research, and community/economic development.
As founding executive director of Community-Campus Partnerships
for Health from 1997-2014, she led a series of national initiatives in the
U.S. and Canada that have incorporated service-learning into health
professions education, developed community-based participatory
research partnerships, convened community partners for peer support
and advocacy, prepared faculty for community-engaged careers in the
academy, aligned faculty promotion and tenure policies with
community engagement, and created mechanisms for peer-reviewed
publication of diverse products of community-engaged scholarship.
Throughout her career, she has sought to leverage the knowledge,
wisdom and experience in communities and in academic institutions to
solve health, social and economic challenges. She deeply believes
that we will only solve these challenges through partnerships that bring
communities and institutions together and build upon the assets,
strengths, and capacities of each.
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STEVE DUBB
STEVE DUBB
Steve Dubb has spent three decades engaged in community building and
social justice work. From 2004 to 2016, Steve has worked for The Democracy
Collaborative. Steve now works as a consultant. Clients have included The
Democracy Collaborative (where he retains an affiliation as senior fellow),
economist Michael Shuman, and Campus Compact.
Steve serves on the boards of Cooperation Works!—a national organization of cooperative business developers; the
Center for Community-Based Enterprise (C2BE) in Detroit, which helps residents organize employee-owned and
community-based businesses; and the Cooperative Food Empowerment Directive (COFED), a national network of
campus food and dining co-ops. Steve also is an adviser of North American Students of Cooperation (NASCO), a
network of U.S. and Canadian campus and community housing co-ops. In his work, Steve strives to support communitybased business as a strategy to build wealth in low-income communities and communities of color.
Steve has written widely. In 2005, Steve was the lead author of Building Wealth: The New Asset-Based Approach to
Solving Social and Economic Problems. This report also served as the basis for the Community-Wealth.org website. Steve
has also been a co-author of reports on community wealth building policy (Rebuilding America’s Communities), the green
economy (Growing a Green Economy for All and Climate Change, Community Stability and the Next 150 Million
Americans), and on the role of popular education in building community economic development capacity (Educate and
Empower: Tools for Building Community Wealth). Steve has also worked on many community-based projects. This
includes working with Ted Howard in 2007 on strategic planning for the Evergreen Cooperative in Cleveland, Ohio. Since
then, Steve has helped develop strategies to foster community-owned businesses and/or better support existing
businesses in low-income neighborhoods in over a dozen cities.
Steve has also written extensively on the role of universities as anchor institutions and how they can support community
wealth building and community economic development. This includes authoring a study on the history of universities and
community engagement (Linking Colleges to Communities) in 2007. In 2009, Steve was part of the core team that
authored a chapter of recommendations for the Obama administration to inform federal policy with respect to anchor
institutions. In 2012, Steve was co-author (with Rita Axelroth Hodges) of The Road Half Traveled: University Engagement
at a Crossroads (published by MSU Press in 2012). In 2012, Steve co-authored (with Ted Howard) a paper on Leveraging
Anchor Institutions for Local Job Creation and Wealth Building.
In 2013, Steve was lead author of The Anchor Dashboard: Aligning Institutional Practice to Meet Low-Income Community
Needs, which aims to provide a framework for hospitals and universities to assess and improve their impact in low- and
moderate-income communities. This work became the basis for the Anchor Dashboard Learning Cohort. Launched in
2014, this project has evolved into a partnership involving six universities that are working to co-develop measures that
enable them to track and assess the university's impact on the surrounding community. Participating universities are
SUNY Buffalo State, Cleveland State, Rutgers University-Newark, Drexel (Philadelphia), University of Missori-St. Louis,
and Virginia Commonwealth University.
Prior to the Collaborative, from 1989 to 1998, Steve was a co-manager of Groundwork Books Collective in San Diego,
California, which operated a textbook and bookstore business (sales of nearly $1 million a year). From 1999 to 2000, Steve
was a researcher for the Steelworkers union. From 2000 to 2003, Steve was Executive Director of the North American
Students of Cooperation (NASCO).
Steve received his Ph.D. in Political Science from the University of California, San Diego. He received his Bachelor's in
Economics (with honors) and Spanish from the University of California, Berkeley.
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Mission and Scope
The mission of the Academy of Community‐University
Engagement Scholarship (ACES) shall be to serve the
public good by recognizing and contributing to high
quality scholarship that—in active collaboration with
participating community partners—has a positive
impact on complex societal needs and issues.

1
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Accomplish Mission Through Partnerships
ACES is a broad voice representing allied groups
in the field of engagement, and a common thread for
the support of community engagement.

Accomplish Mission Through
Proposing recommendations for public policy; and
Recognizing individuals who have made notable
contributions to the field and practice of communityuniversity engagement, whether through scholarship or
active community connection with university disciplinary
scholarship.
Examples
Community partners
Higher Education Tenure track faculty
Higher Education Non-tenure track faculty
Higher Education Administrators

2
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ACES
Works to advance an agenda for recognition and
accomplishment of community engagement
scholarship that establishes the highest standards for
co‐creation of knowledge impacting university
disciplinary research, communities, and society in wise,
positive, and productive ways.

ACES
Explores critical and complex societal and community
policy‐based issues and provides recommendations,
upon request, to inform local, regional, national, and
international research and policy agendas.

3
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ACES
Ensures that all
scholarly activities and
policy initiatives take into
account the needs, voices,
and perspectives of all
individuals, groups,
communities, and constituents involved.

ACES
Ascribes to the belief that rigor is not based solely
in procedures utilized, but also in the openness
and transparency of the scholarly enterprise in
ways that genuinely value, encourage, and
welcome active mutually beneficial participation
on an equal basis by community counterparts,
encouraging shared authority at all stages of the
process.

4
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Examples of Work
Preparing authoritative reports benchmarking the impact of
community‐university partnerships and identifying models of
outstanding community engagement;
Issuing policy‐guidance statements on important issues related
to society and the role of community engagement in
addressing the issues;

Examples of Work
Partnering with other organizations around funding
issues for engagement informing public policy issues
that relate to community‐university engagement;

5
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Examples of Work
Publishing best practices of scholarly engagement, community
engagement, and service learning; and
Sponsoring and conducting transdisciplinary workshops and
think tanks that identify and address important societal issues
affecting community‐university engagement scholarship.

Membership Benefits
Members will enjoy mostly honorific benefits, chief
among them being selected to serve the greater good
by advocating for community engagement and
advancing disciplinary and transdisciplinary scholarly
activities and knowledge.

6
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Membership Benefits
Communities will realize greater integration of university,
scholarly, and community assets, creating the potential for
developing and sustaining more successful communities.

Membership Benefits
Public policy will gain a catalyst in ACES for leveraging the learning,
discovery, and engagement capacity of higher education and
communities to influence private and public leaders to solve
societal problems and recommend innovations needed by society.

7
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Membership Benefits
Provide a non‐partisan, transdisciplinary, research‐
and practice‐based voice for advancing the study and
development of partnerships between institutions of
higher education and the private, public, and
governmental sectors.

Membership Benefits
Such partnerships address society’s most complex and
challenging issues—including, but not limited to,
education, economic development and well‐being, the
environment, health and wellness, and active
citizenship—while advancing disciplinary knowledge.

8
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Current Project - Defining and Evaluating Community
Engagement Scholarship Brief Project

This team is working on a concept paper comparing methods used to
assess traditional and engaged scholarship. We are considering the
strengths and weaknesses of current metrics used in assessing the
quality, significance, peer review and impact of this work. The
analysis will conclude with recommendations that might be adopted
by campuses to improve the way we measure and value faculty
scholarship, with a particular focus on engaged scholarship.
Project Team: John Saltmarsh (Convener) – U of Massachusetts‐Boston
KerryAnn O’Meara (Convener) U of Maryland Ted Alter – Penn State U
Lynn Blanchard, U of North Carolina Andy Furco– U of Minnesota Nancy
Franklin – Franklin Solutions Cathy Jordan, U of Minnesota

Current Project - Association of Public Land-grant Universities
(APLU ) Engagement Task Force

APLU organized the New Engagement Task Force to revisit the
Kellogg foundation report, assess progress, and outline
recommendations for a path forward.
A Task Force Planning Team was convened following the 2015 ACES
Annual Meeting to prepare background for the Task Force. This
project team coordinated access to ACES expertise, as well as
prepare background materials. All ACES members will be included in
an “advisory group” identified for the Task Force.
See the work of the planning team at http://www.aplu.org/NewEngagement
Project Team: Jim Woodell – APLU VP (staff leader for the New Engagement Task
Force) Tim Franklin (Initial Liaison) ‐ New Jersey Institute of Technology Lynn
Blanchard – U of N. Carolina Hiram Fitzgerald—Michigan State Univ.

9
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Current Project - Partnering to Identify CES Issues Across
Partner Organizations

This team is planning a Spring meeting of the head of each CES non‐
profit and organization to identify and prioritize issues we all face in
strengthening community engagement scholarship.
Project Team: Andy Furco(Convener) – U of Minnesota, Cathy Jordan,
U of Minnesota, Robert Bruininks, Former President U of Minnesota

Current Project - ACES Roundtable September 2017 ESC Preconference

This team is planning a September pre‐conference session to
prioritize issues identified by partners and current members and
develop projects and recommendations that will inform public policy
and strengthen community engagement scholarship.
Project Team: Co‐chairs: Karen Bruns, Ohio State U, Tim Franklin,
New Jersey Institute of Technology, and Andy Furco, U of Minnesota

10
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Partners of Community Engagement Summit & ACES
• Campus Compact
• Imagining America
• New England Resources Center for Higher Education – Carnegie
Classification for Community Development (NERCHE)

Additional Partners of ACES
• APLU Council on Engagement and Outreach
• Community-Campus Partnerships for Health
• Engagement Scholarship Consortium
• Extension Committee on Organization and Policy (APLU)
• Higher Education Network for Community Engagement (HENCE)
• Imagining America: Artists and Scholars in Public Life
• International Association for Research on Service Learning &
Community

11
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Expected Outcome
Develop new partnerships
and seek lasting connections
to address issues we face
when practicing and
promoting community
engagement scholarship

12
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AASCU’s American Democracy Project
Preparing informed, engaged citizens for our democracy since 2003

American Association of State Colleges
and Universities (AASCU)
• One of 6 Higher Education Presidential Associations
• Membership association for 400 state colleges and
universities as well as state systems of higher education
• Advocacy, access and affordability, leadership development,
state and federal policy
• Stewardship of Place
• For more information: http://www.aascu.org/

1
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American Democracy Project (ADP)
• established in 2003 by AASCU with The New York Times
• a member benefit for AASCU institutions involving more
than 260 of our campuses – including Weber State University
• focused on public higher education’s role in preparing the
next generation of informed, engaged citizens for our
democracy
• For more information: http://www.aascu.org/programs/ADP/

National Initiatives: Civic Engagement in Action
Each initiative is:
• Focuses on a critical issue
• Examines the roles & actions of
government agencies, advocacy
organizations, & citizens in addressing
problems & resolving conflicts
• Blend of national & campus‐centered
activities
• Supported by a group of campuses
and a national partner
• Designed to create curricular & co‐
curricular materials for campuses to
use in promoting civic engagement
among undergraduates

• Civic Agency
• Civic Health
• Digital Polarization
• eCitizenship
• Economic Inequality
• Global Engagement
• Political Engagement Project
• Stewardship of Public Lands

2
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• a peer‐reviewed, multidisciplinary, open‐access, online
journal published by Missouri State University and affiliated
with ADP
• focused on scholarship related to engagement in the public
arena and, in particular, to the following themes:
– Considerations of citizenship and what it means to be a citizen,
including global citizenship and eCitizenship
– Scholarship of Teaching and Learning, problem solving, and
leadership related to citizenship and civic engagement
– Assessment of civic‐engagement projects
– The relationship between social media and civic engagement

Awards
ADP annually recognizes and rewards leadership in civic
engagement on our AASCU member campuses.
Barbara Burch Award for Faculty Leadership in Civic
Engagement (Senior Faculty)
William M. Plater Award for Leadership In Civic
Engagement (Provosts)
John Saltmarsh Award for Emerging Leaders in Civic
Engagement (Early Career Faculty & Staff)

3
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2017 ADP/TDC/NASPA
Civic Learning & Democratic Engagement Meeting

Contact
Jen Domagal‐Goldman, Ph.D.
National Manager
American Democracy Project
(202) 478‐7833 | domagalj@aascu.org
http://www.aascu.org/programs/ADP/
Subscribe to our blog: https://adpaascu.wordpress.com/
Stay Connected with ADPaascu:

4
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Anchor Institutions
Task Force
David J. Maurrasse
May 2017

Marga Incorporated
• Marga Incorporated was founded in 2000 in order to become a
resource to foundations and universities around the role of institutions
in community partnerships
• Marga is a consulting firm providing strategic advice and research to
philanthropic initiatives and community partnerships
• Over time, Marga began to coordinate ongoing initiatives, such as the
Race and Equity in Philanthropy Group, and, most notably, the Anchor
Institutions Task Force

1
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Anchor Institutions
• Are enduring organizations that remain in their geographic places, and
play an integral role in their local communities and economies
• Cannot easily leave, even in the midst of capital flight – universities,
hospitals, significant employers
• While objectively rooted, anchor institutions are not necessarily
philosophically committed to being engaged in their localities

Anchor Institutions Task Force
(AITF)

700+

• Founded in 2009, the AITF is an action‐oriented learning community
promoting the engagement of anchor institutions in community and
economic development
• Core values: a commitment to collaboration and partnership, equity and
social justice, democratic practice, and place
• Created because there was not a space for an individually‐based membership
and values‐driven movement organization focusing on the community
engagement of anchor institutions of all types
• 6th Annual Conference: October 26, 27, 2017
• www.margainc.com/initiatives/aitf/
4
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AITF’s Professional
Development Subgroups
• Health professionals (U. Penn, Kaiser Permanente, U. Maryland‐
Baltimore, Nationwide Children’s, U. Chicago, Catholic Health, FIU, SBH)
• Higher education presidents (Augsburg, Rutgers‐Newark, Rutgers‐
Camden, Wagner, U. San Diego, Paul Quinn, Nebraska‐Omaha, Albany,
Cal. State Fullerton, Lehman)
• Economic development executives (FIU, Brown, St. Thomas, U. Penn,
Rutgers‐Newark, Harvard, Grinnell, Case Western, USC)
5

AITF Explorations
• Types of Anchors: The AITF continually broadens the types of anchors
represented in the network and featured at conferences
• Global: The AITF includes global members, and is beginning to organize
regional summits outside of the U.S. in collaboration with international
partners (i.e. the Council of Europe)
• Publications: The AITF recently launched, the Journal on Anchor Institutions
and Communities and periodically publishes literature reviews
• Substantive Areas: The AITF continually addresses the role of anchor
institutions in education, health, and economic development; and gradually
explores additional areas (i.e. the role of local government in anchor
partnerships or multi‐anchor partnerships)

3
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Summit and Collaboration
• The AITF was created in order to be a big tent for the individuals
committed to the engagement of universities and other anchors; the
AITF is based on individual memberships and easy to join
• These individuals represent anchor institutions as well as the various
institutions and organizations in the field represented at this summit
• The AITF is inherently collaborative in this regard; and is a movement
building organization
• Therefore, the AITF continues to maintain a self interest in connecting
with those working to encourage anchor institutions to deepen their
contributions to their local communities

Contact
• www.margainc.com
• AITF: www.margainc.com/initiatives/aitf/
• Twitter
• @aitaskforce
• @margainc

• dmaurrasse@margainc.com

4
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ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN COLLEGES &
UNIVERSITIES (AAC&U)
AND
CIVIC LEARNING AND DEMOCRATIC
ENGAGEMENT (CLDE) ACTION NETWORK

Caryn McTighe Musil, AAC&U
Senior Scholar and Director of Civic Learning and Democracy Initiatives
Community Engagement Summit
Ogden, Utah

May 5, 2017

Founded in 1915
‐‐1,350 member institutions
‐‐Two and four year colleges and
universities, both private and
public, urban and rural, large and
small
Its mission:
1) reinforce the collective
commitment to liberal education
and to diversity and inclusion as
essential to excellence
2) keep the quality of student
learning at the center

www.aacu.org

.
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EVOLUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE 21ST
CENTURY WHICH AAC&U HELPS COLLEGES
DETECT AND NAVIGATE

Former Norms
• Isolation

• Connectivity

• Specialization

• Integration

• Autonomy

• Engagement

• Tradition

• Innovation

• Critique

• Problem‐solving

• Neutrality

• Social Responsibility

New Trends

THREE AAC&U CIVIC‐ORIENTATED
PRINCIPLES OF EXCELLENCE
• Principle Four: ENGAGE THE BIG QUESTIONS
Teach through the curriculum to far‐reaching issues—
contemporary and enduring—in science and society, cultures
and values, global interdependence, the changing economy, and
human dignity and freedom

• Principle Five: CONNECT KNOWLEDGE WITH CHOICES AND ACTION
Prepare students for citizenship and work through engaged and
guided learning on “real‐world” problems

• Principle Six: FOSTER CIVIC, INTERCULTURAL,AND ETHICAL LEARNING
Emphasize personal and social responsibility in every field of
study
Association of American
Colleges and Universities

2
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AAC&U Civic
Publications

The Essential Learning Outcomes
 Knowledge of Human Cultures and the

Physical and Natural World

 Intellectual and Practical Skills
 Personal and Social Responsibility
 Integrative Learning
(See AAC&U College Learning for the New Global Century,
2007)

3
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Essential Learning Outcome Three
 Personal and Social Responsibility (PSR)

-- Civic learning and democratic engagement—
local and global
-- Diversity and global knowledge and intercultural
competence
-- Ethical reasoning and action
-- Foundations and skills for lifelong learning at
work, home, and in our communities
Anchored through active involvement with diverse
communities and real-world challenges

HOW WELL HAS HIGHER EDUCATION
BEEN DOING IN EDUCATING FOR
INFORMED, RESPONSIBLE CITIZENSHIP?

4
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NOT SO GOOD. . .

• Only one‐third of college students surveyed
strongly agreed that their college education
resulted in increased civic capacities.
• Civic awareness expanded
• Skills learned to effectively change
society for the better
• Commitment grew to improve society

WHAT ELSE ARE TROUBLING
INDICATORS OF ANEMIC CIVIC HEALTH IN US

• U.S. ranked 139th in voter participation of
172 world democracies in 2007.
• Only 24% of graduating high school seniors
scored at the proficient or advanced level
in civics in 2010.
• Less than ½ of 12th graders reported
studying international topics as part of a
civics education.

5
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MORE INDICATORS OF CIVIC MALAISE
• College seniors surveyed in 2006‐07 averaged
just over 50% in a civic literacy exam.
• Just over 1/3 of college faculty surveyed
strongly agreed their campus actively
promotes awareness of US or global social,
political, and economic issues.
• Just over 1/3 of students surveyed strongly
agreed that faculty publicly advocate the need
for students to become active and involved
citizens.

6
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TRUMAN COMMISSION KEY
RECOMMENDATION

“The first and most essential charge
upon higher education is that at all
levels and in all fields of specialization, it
shall be the carrier of democratic values,
ideals, and process.”
Higher Education for American
Democracy, 1947

CONTEMPORARY, COMPREHENSIVE
DEFINITION OF CIVIC LEARNING

• Contestation and debates about principles
• Diversity past, present, and future
• Navigating multiple perspectives
• Our world, not just my rights
• Interdependence globally and locally
• New modes of collective action

7
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KEY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR HIGHER
EDUCATION
1. Foster a CIVIC ETHOS across all parts of the
campus and educational culture.
2. Make CIVIC LITERACY a core expectation for all
students.
3. Practice CIVIC INQUIRY across all fields of
study.
4. Advance CIVIC ACTION through transformative
partnerships, at home and abroad.

ONE OF THE FIVE ESSENTIAL ACTIONS IN A
CRUCIBLE MOMENT RELEVANT TO THIS
SUMMIT

• Expand the number of robust, generative
civic partnerships and alliances locally,
nationally, and globally to address
common problems, empower people to
act, strengthen communities and nations,
and generate new frontiers of knowledge.

8
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SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY AND PARTNERS ON
ONANDAGO LAKE

PĀLOLO VALLEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
HAWAII

18

9
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HOW COULD WE INSURE A CRUCIBLE
MOMENT LAUNCHED A NATIONAL CALL TO
ACTION AND DID NOT BECOME JUST ONE
MORE DUSTY UNREAD REPORT SITTING ON
A SHELF?

One lever: Create the Civic Learning and
Democratic Engagement Action Network

CLDE ACTION NETWORK
• 13 National Organizations
• All helped shape A Crucible Moment
• All had civic and democratic engagement as central
commitments if not their full mission
• Between the 13, the network reaches 2,000 colleges and
universities
• Agreed to collaborate, coordinate, and move the words
on the page into action on campuses and in communities
both locally and globally

10
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CLDE ORGANIZATIONS AT THIS SUMMIT
• American Association of State Colleges and Universities
• Anchor Institutions task Force
• Association of American Colleges and Universities
• Campus Compact
• The Democracy Commitment
• Imagining America
• NASPA‐Student Affairs Administrators in Higher Education
• New England Resource Center for Higher Education

VARIETIES OF WAYS WE HAVE COLLABORATED
• Joint meetings
(CLDE 17: AASCU/NASPA/TDC)

• Joint publications
(AAC&U’s Diversity & Democracy
quarterly in partnership with
Imagining America on Publicly
Engaged Teaching & Scholarship)

• Tapping each other’s
expertise as consultants
(Bonner Foundation Initiative
with NERCHE and AAC&U
consulting)

• Joint grants
(TDC and AAC&U with
NEH grant on Citizenship
Under Siege)

• Joint projects
(Kettering Foundation and
TDC on civic engagement in
community colleges)

• Joint Amplification of each
other’s work
(websites, electronic
newsletters, publications,
conferences, social media)

11
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MY SELF INTERESTS IN ATTENDING THE
SUMMIT?
 Learning more examples of what works to
move from thin to thick partnerships
 Discovering new potential partners that are
NOT part of the higher education sector
 Being part of a creative, national hands‐on
experiment in civic collaboration
 Being with many of my CLDE Action Network
partners in this venture

“Everyone can make a
difference in the world and
each of us should try.”
President John Fitzgerald Kennedy

12
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WISDOM IN A TROUBLED TIME

“There can be no perfect democracy curtailed by
color, race or poverty, but with all we
accomplish all, even peace.”
W.E.B DuBois

25

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT

Caryn McTighe Musil
Senior Scholar and Director of Civic Learning and
Democracy Initiatives
Association of American Colleges and Universities
musil@aacu.org

www.aacu.org

To download or order A Crucible Moment, see:
http://www.aacu.org/civic_learning/crucible/index.cfm
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Community Engagement Summit 2017 Ogden Utah
"There has never been a m ore cri ti cal m om ent to i nvest i n the future of Brow n.
The w orld needs m ore of all that w e offer – bri lli ant students and collaborati ve
scholars of depth and ri gor, student and faculty research that transcends
tradi ti onal boundari es, and k now ledge honed i n a cruci ble of academ i c
excellence and com m i tm ent to soci al good."

Chri sti na Paxson, 19th Presi dent, Brow n Uni versi ty

“
The Sw earer Center connects students,
faculty and p artners through collaborati ve
action and scholarship to m ak e real
Brow n's com m i tm ent to "be of servi ce to
the community, nati on and w orld."

“
Four Bi g Ideas:
1. Epi stem i c Di versi ty and Dem ocracy
2. A New -i sh Educati onal Model
3. Centeri ng Com m uni ty
4. The Fi eld

A cadem ic k nowledge
is a tool for engaging in
the world to im prove
the world.
Academ i c
K nowledge
T ruth
F act
Dis cipline
R igor

Innovation
F und

Com m unity

P ractice
K nowledge
F ield
N uance
Contex t
E ngaging in the
world is a
pathway to new
k nowledge.

Innovation
U nivers ity
F und

“T he public purpos e of higher education is the creation
and dis s em ination of new k nowledge
A N D …...

Academ i c Know ledge

P ractice K nowledge

T ruth
F act
Dis cipline
R igor

F ield
N uance
Contex t

Com m on K nowledge
S entim ent
P articularity
P ers pective

People different
from m e.

…the cultivation of
dem ocratic values , s k ills ,
habits , and practices .”
-E rnes t L ynton

Centering Community
۔Community Agency
ż Pow er i s held, and deci si on m ak i ng happens,
as close as feasi bly possi ble to the challenge faced by those faci ng i t.
ż Capaci ty bui lder, asset focus, partner, suppli er, not servi ce provi der.
ż Students as com m uni ty resource vs. com m uni ty as student learni ng resource.

۔Reciprocity
ż Collaborati on w i th com m uni ti es i n defi ni ng objecti ves
ż Shared purpose tow ards m utually shared and/ or rei nforci ng goals

۔Ecosystem
ż Part
Pa
P
Partners
art
rtne
t ne
ners
rs at
at th
t h e ce
the
cent
center
ent
nter
er
A web of sinuous connections

The Field
Social Innovation
Engaged Scholarship
Community Engagement
Civic Engagement
National Field-Building

Field
Building
Use the resources and influence of
Brown’s position in the higher
education landscape to advance
the fields of community
engagement and social innovation

۔Carnegie Classification for
Community Engagement
۔Lynton Award for the
Scholarship of Engagement
for Early Career Faculty
۔NASCE National
Assessment for Service and
Community Engagement

Summit Partners
۔Campus Compact (CC)
۔Coalition of Urban and Metropolitan
Universities (CUMU)
۔Imagining America (IA)
۔New England Resource Center for Higher
Education (NERCHE)
۔etc.

Thank You!
brown.edu/swearercenter
You can find me at:
mathew_johnson@brown.edu
@socnomadphd

Credi ts

Special thanks to all the people who made and released
these awesome resources for free:
 ۔Presentation template by SlidesCarnival
 ۔Photographs by Unsplash & Death to the Stock Photo
(license)
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Campus Compact
Andrew J. Seligsohn
President
Campus Compact
@CompactPrez

Alexis Bucknam
Executive Director
Utah Campus Compact
@utcampuscompact

Who we are
• 1000+ colleges and universities
• National office in Boston
• 33 state and regional Compacts
• Presidential membership
• Professional home for engaged faculty and staff

1
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Who we are in Utah
• 9 colleges and universities
• Statewide office in Salt Lake City
• Board of Directors includes all 9 Presidents
• Faculty, Staff and Student interest groups

Why do we exist?
• Campus Compact exists to strengthen our
democracy
• Challenge inequality and political polarization
• Build student capacity for citizenship
• Support higher education partnerships for public
good

2
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Current Initiatives
• Newman Civic Fellowship
• Professional Credentialing Program
• Resource revitalization
• Civic Action Planning

Current Partners
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

American Democracy Project
Coalition for Urban and Metropolitan Universities
Democracy Collaborative
Imagining America
NERCHE
The Democracy Commitment
Civic Learning and Democratic Engagement Action Network
Anchor Institutions Task Force
NASPA

3
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Our Interests at this Summit
• Deepen our understanding of organizations representing
municipalities
• Learn about what municipalities need and want from higher
education
• Envision ways our organizations could create scaffolding for
deeper partnerships between and among our members
• Enjoy Utah!

Thank you!

4
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“

CUMU is the longest‐running and largest
organization committed to serving and
connecting the world’s urban and
metropolitan universities and their partners.

”

1
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“

The university must not stand apart from its society and its
immediate environment but must be an integral part of
that society. The university best serves itself and society by
assuming an active leadership role, as opposed to its
traditional stance of somewhat passive responsiveness.”
— CUMU founders
Charles Hathaway
Paige E. Mulhollan
Karen A. White

3
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Bobbie Laur
blaur@cumuonline.org

10

[

BECAUSE PLACE MATTERS

]

CUMU was founded with the purpose of bringing together leaders and scholars to share, discuss,
and debate important issues facing our unique institutions and the cities we serve.

ABOUT THE CUMU ANNUAL CONFERENCE
The CUMU Annual Conference is the largest nationwide meeting of leaders
from urban and metropolitan universities and colleges. CUMU consists
of a community of college presidents and chancellors, senior academic
and business leaders, faculty, center directors, community partners, K-12
leaders, economic and workforce development professionals, and policy
makers.
The 2016 conference was our largest yet; with more than 350 registered
attendees, it was sold out. The 2016 conference theme Charting the Future
of Metropolitan Universities, was designed to generate dialogue that
examined the biggest challenges and opportunities facing our institutions
and cities, and how we can transform our institutions to meet the needs of
our community and students.

A CLOSER LOOK AT 2016

359 Attendees
70 Colleges and Universities
Partner
35 Community
Organizations

25 Presidents and Chancellors
80 Presentations
f respondents would
94% oattend
a future conference

WHAT ATTENDEES SAY

“

Connecting with others doing
inspirational and like-work is vital to
growing our institution’s mission as a
premier engaged university and helps to
create new models to translate into the
work that we do.

“

My favorite part of the CUMU
Conference was learning about the
various models for community/
university relationships. I liked that
the presenters shared the triumphs
and the challenges.

“There are other institutions facing

the same challenges we face at our
institutions and we can learn from
each other. I learned about some great
practices occurring at other universities
that we can implement.

“Having now been at two CUMU schools, I know the value of the CUMU organization. The work inspires productive and

mission-centered collaborations across interests that don’t easily find ways and means to connect. That re-centering on
aligning actions and decisions with mission and on stretching our concepts of scholarship and responsibility – and celebrating
student growth as they participate – creates fertile space for inspired leadership.

Current Membership

Representing

CUMU members span the country and globe and are united by a shared philosophy of service
to their communities. Together CUMU members serve over 50 greater metropolitan regions.

61 different cities/metro areas in the US

Current Members
U.S. Universities
American University
Augsburg College
Brown University
Buffalo State, SUNY
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona
California State University, Dominguez Hills
California State University, Fullerton
California State University, Los Angeles
California State University, Northridge
California State University, San Bernardino
California State University, San Marcos
College of Staten Island, CUNY
Coppin State University
Drexel University
Duquesne University
Florida Atlantic University
Florida International University
Georgetown University
Indiana University Northwest
Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne
Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis
Jackson State University
Louisiana State University Shreveport
Manhattanville College
Marquette University
Medgar Evers College
Metropolitan Community College of Omaha
Metropolitan State University of Denver
Metropolitan State University
Miami Dade College
Missouri State University
Morgan State University
Northeastern Illinois University
Oakland University
Ohio State University
Old Dominion University
Pace University
Portland State University
Rhode Island College
Rutgers University–Camden
Rutgers University–Newark
Rutgers University–New Brunswick
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville
Syracuse University
Texas State University
Towson University

61

University of Arkansas at Little Rock
University of Baltimore
University of Central Oklahoma
University of Colorado Colorado Springs
University of Colorado Denver
University of Denver
University of the District of Columbia
University of Houston Downtown
University of Houston
University of La Verne
University of Louisville
University of Massachusetts Boston
University of Massachusetts Lowell
University of Michigan–Dearborn
University of Michigan–Flint
University of Minnesota
University of Missouri–Kansas City
University of Missouri–St. Louis
University of Nebraska at Omaha
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
University of North Carolina at Charlotte
University of North Carolina at Greensboro
University of North Carolina at Wilmington
University of North Florida
University of North Texas at Dallas
University of Pennsylvania
University of South Carolina Upstate
University of Southern Indiana
University of Southern Maine
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga
University of Wisconsin–Green Bay
University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee
University System of Maryland
Virginia Commonwealth University
Wagner College
Washington State University Tri-Cities
Washington State University Vancouver
Wayne State University
Weber State University
Worcester State University
Wright State University

2
and 2 provinces in Canada

Serving a population of over

150 million people

75%
of our members have received the coveted

Carnegie Community
Engagement Classification

Contact Us
Bobbie Laur
Executive Director
info@cumuonline.org | 410-704-3700
CUMUonline.org
CUMU Headquarters
Towson University
8000 York Road
Towson, MD 21252

International Universities
MacEwan University (Canada)
York University (Canada)

twitter.com/MetropolitanU
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An Introduction to the Democracy Collaborative’s
Anchor Institution and Anchor Dashboard Work

May 5, 2017
Community Engagement Summit
Ogden, Utah

The Democracy Collaborative

Who We Are
The mission of The Democracy Collaborative is to catalyze – in
communities and in our nation – a fundamental transformation of the
U.S. political economy into a next system that is inclusive, just, and
sustainable.
RESEARCH

FIELD BUILDING

ADVISORY

Reports and publications
on anchors, public
enterprise, community
wealth building, green
economy, etc.

Communities of
practice, co‐learning
experiences, metric
development, webinars,
education & training
tools, Community‐
Wealth.org web
information portal, etc.

Consult on community
wealth building
strategies:
•Cleveland, OH
•Albuquerque, NM
•Rochester, NY
•Richmond, VA

1
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The Anchor Mission:
To consciously and strategically apply the
long-term, place-based economic power of
the institution, in combination with its
human and intellectual re-sources, to better
the welfare of the communities in which
they reside, and in particular low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods.
The Democracy Collaborative’s Anchor Institution Initiative

2
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Ways to Leverage Anchor Institutions in
Community Engagement
Sources of Leverage

Available Means

Potential Benefits

Research &
technical
expertise

• Use of
endowments
• Employment
policies
• Local purchasing
• Real estate
investments
• Technical
assistance
• Business
incubation
• Non-profit
support work

• Revitalized
neighborhoods
• Increased local
hiring, livable
wages
• Affordable
housing
• New retail
development
• Small business
expansion
• Increased
nonprofit capacity

$1 trillion + a
year in economic
power, 5% of all
employees
Real estate,
endowment
assets

Healthcare Anchor Network
In December 2016, leaders from 40 health systems
gathered in Washington, DC to explore the potential to
more fully harness their economic power to inclusively
and sustainably benefit the long‐term well being of
American communities. Together, they discussed best
practices and strategies to advance the Anchor Mission
of healthcare.
At the conclusion of the convening, the Healthcare
Anchor Network was formed to support health systems
collaborating nationally to accelerate learning and local
implementation of economic inclusion strategies and to
help advance the Anchor Mission of healthcare in
institutions, in communities, and nationally.

3
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hospitaltoolkits.org

community‐wealth.org/indicators

4
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Anchor Dashboard Learning Cohort
Participating Institutions

Supported by:

In Dialogue and Collaboration
At Community Engagement Summit:

Additional Partners within the Anchor Space:

5
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Thank you!
For more information:
www.democracycollaborative.org
www.community-wealth.org
Emily Sladek
esladek@democracycollaborative.org
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| An Overview

Who We Are
ICMA was founded in 1914 out of the reform
movement in the U.S. and has become the
premier local government leadership and
management organization.

1
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Our Mission
To create excellence in local governance by
developing and fostering professional local
government management worldwide.

Our Vision
We are the premier association of professional
local government leaders building sustainable
communities to improve lives worldwide.

ICMA Member Overview
•
•

Over 11,000 members representing
all 50 states and 33 countries
Local government direct expenditures
total over $1.6 trillion

2
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Who are our members?

Where are our members?

3
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Worldwide Reach
•

•
•

International members in 33 countries including
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, UK, Netherlands,
Denmark, Ireland, Japan, and Nigeria
Regional offices in Latin America (Mexico), South
Asia (India), and China
30 international city management affiliate
associations including 3 multinational

Driven by ethics and transparency
ICMA members subscribe to the
stringently-enforced Code of Ethics.
Established in 1924, the Code and its principles include
government professionalism and transparency.

4
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Advocacy
•
•
•
•

Advocate for professional local government
management
Raise public awareness about the profession
Support the adoption and retention of the
council-manager form of government
Inspire a new generation of future local government
leaders.

Professional Development
•
•
•
•

Voluntary credentialing program
Coaching and mentoring for young professionals
Leadership and management training through
ICMA University
Annual Conference attracting 3,000+ local
government executives

5
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Research and Information
•

•
•

Largest source of local government research and
data outside of the Federal Government. Identifying
leading practices, trends, and gaps.
Develop and offer publications and periodicals
50,000+ local government users access ICMA.org’s
topical resources
–
–
–

Documents
Peer Q&A
Discussion Groups

How we are organized:
With membership at its core, ICMA is organized around delivering key
resources, products, and services worldwide in support of its mission.

6
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Global Programs
Work in the US and around the world to support local governments
in key areas such as:
• Sustainability
• Economic Development
• Community Engagement
• Performance Management
• Capacity Building

Global Programs
Doing International Development
work since 1989
Completed 500+ projects in 60 countries

7
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2016 Revenue Composition

Community Engagement Summit
ICMA has worked with these partners:
• National League of Cities
• International Town & Gown Association

8
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Why Is ICMA Here?
Interest in the summit on three levels:
1) We were invited!
2) Personal and professional interest in
community engagement

Why Is ICMA Here?
3) ICMA’s 18 Practices for Effective Local
Government Leadership, item 8:
Public Engagement: Committing to inform and
involve the community in decisions that may
affect them; dedicating resources and efforts to
find meaningful ways to interact with
communities so as to reflect collaboration,
diversity of thought, and incorporation of public
input into the decision‐making process

9
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Who Are We?
The International Town & Gown Association (ITGA), founded in 2008, is the
premiere resource for addressing challenges, emerging issues and opportunities
between and amongst institutions of higher education and the communities in
which they reside.
The ITGA strengthens town & gown partnerships by providing a network of
professionals and resources, promising practices, innovative solutions and
professional development opportunities for municipalities and university
communities.

Why Do We Exist?
The ITGA exists to improve the quality of life in campus communities.

State College, PA

1
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Our Current Initiatives/Partnerships
Responsible Retailing Forum (RRF): Supported by an NIH Small Business Innovation Award, the ITGA and
and RRF have entered into a strategic alliance to address the unique challenges that alcohol use, and
alcohol establishments, pose to college and university communities. The 6 pilot communities are Cal
Poly, San Luis Obispo, Cuesta College; University of Colorado and Colorado Boulder; Miami University
and Oxford, Ohio; Oklahoma State University and Stillwater; Oregon State University and Corvallis; and
Umass and Amherst.
Sociable City Guide for College Communities: The Responsible Hospitality Institute (RHI) has asked the
ITGA to participate on a advisory committee to aid in the development of a comprehensive resource
guide that addresses the key challenges associated with nightlife activity in college communities.
Supported by Diageo, this will be an online resource.
A Guide to the Process of Studentification in North American University/College Towns: Professors
Michael Fox and Darren Smith are working with the ITGA to develop a guide for university and
municipality stakeholders that will assist in the development of strategic responses to the physical,
social, cultural and economic implications of the university-community relationship and to develop sound
practices that are sensitive to their local community context.

Our Current Initiatives/Partnerships cont
The New American College Town: Three of our board members have been asked to co-author a chapter
in this book, published by Johns Hopkins, that provides a group of practitioner-focused “promising
practices” aimed as presidents, provosts, and the institutions leadership team to develop and sustain
effective town-gown relationships.
These are just a few of the projects that the ITGA is currently working on.

2
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Summit Organizations Partners
We currently have an affiliation agreement with the International City/County
Management Association (ICMA).
What are your self-interests with attending the Summit?
The ITGA is interested in learning more about the participating organizations and
the mutual benefits of working together under a community engagement model.

3
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NASPA and the NASPA Lead
Initiative
Stephanie Reynolds
Assistant Director for Knowledge
Communities and CLDE Initiatives

• Our Mission: To be the principal source of
leadership, scholarship, professional
development, and advocacy for student
affairs.
• Our Vision: NASPA is the leading voice
for the student affairs profession.

1
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• Founded in January 1919, as the Conference
of Deans & Advisers of Men (NADAM)
• NASPA = National Association of Student
Personnel Administrators
• Today: NASPA: Student Affairs
Administrators in Higher Education

www.naspa.org/about/history

Guiding Principals
• Integrity: Committed to high moral principles
exhibiting authentic, honest, just, and ethical
behavior.
• Innovation: Continuously seeking improvement
through new and creative approaches.
• Inclusion: Seeking ways to ensure access,
voice, acknowledgement, opportunity, and
participation at all levels.
• Inquiry: Supporting research and scholarship to
add to the knowledge base of the profession and
ensure that data informs practice.

2
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NASPA by the Numbers
• One Association
• 7 Regions and 2 Areas (LAC and MENASA)
• 1,188 Institutional Members
• 14,865 Individual Members
• 36 Countries represented
worldwide

What NASPA Does
•
•
•
•
•
•

Events and Professional Development
Publications
Research and Policy Institute
Careers – The Placement Exchange
Constituent Groups
Focus Areas

3
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Impetus for the NASPA Lead Initiative
NASPA
Mission
and Goals
Principles
of Student
Affairs

NASPA
Leadership
A Crucible
Moment

CLDE

Pockets of
Campus
Activity

4
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• NASPA Lead Initiative on Civic Learning and
Democratic Engagement (Lead Initiative)
comprises a network of 96 NASPA member
colleges and universities committed to
encouraging and highlighting the work of
student affairs in making civic learning and
democratic engagement a part of every
student’s college education.
• The Lead Initiative offers unique professional
development opportunities, targeted
resources, networking, and recognition for its
Lead Institutions.

• Goals:
– Build CLDE activities into student affairs division
strategic goals and learning outcomes;
– Collect and report data on the efficacy of campus
efforts;
– Create collaborative strategies to increase civic
learning and help solve community problems through
collective action.

5
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NASPA’s Lead Initiative on Civic Learning and Democratic Engagement (Lead
Initiative) recognizes a network of 50 postsecondary institutions for their
commitment to civic learning and democratic engagement.
Commitment: September 2012 – June 2013

6
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• Supported by
NASPA and Campus
Vote Project
• 94 Campuses went
through the process
• 76 received the
designation through
December 2018

7
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Stephanie Reynolds

Assistant Director for Knowledge
Communities and CLDE Initiatives
NASPA
(202) 719-1193 | Sreynolds@naspa.org
Website and Blog:
https://www.naspa.org/constituentgroups/groups/lead-initiative
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What is NASPA?
www.naspa.org
NASPA is the leading association for the advancement, health, and sustainability of the student
affairs profession. We serve a full range of professionals who provide programs, experiences,
and services that cultivate student learning and success in concert with the mission of our colleges
and universities. Established in 1918 and founded in 1919, NASPA is comprised of over 15,000
members in all 50 states, 36 countries, and 8 U.S. Territories.
Through high-quality professional development, strong policy advocacy, and substantive research
to inform practice, NASPA meets the diverse needs and invests in realizing the potential of all its
members under the guiding principles of integrity, innovation, inclusion, and inquiry. NASPA
members serve a variety of functions and roles, including the vice president and dean for student
life, as well as professionals working within housing and residence life, student unions, student
activities, counseling, career development, orientation, enrollment management, racial and ethnic
minority support services, and retention and assessment.
Why do you exist?
We believe that the student affairs profession should be held to the highest standards possible.
Without these high standards the people who matter the most, our students, will suffer. Student
learning doesn’t just happen in a classroom. Opportunities for teaching and development exist
everywhere and at all times on campus and it’s our job to seize these moments. And as student
affairs professionals our job is to foster and promote these interactions. Encouraging an
understanding and respect for diversity, a belief the worth of individuals, and supporting our
students in their needs are just some of the core concepts of the profession. At NASPA, we
understand the importance of this work and provide opportunities for our members to continue to
expand their knowledge and skills.
What are your current initiatives or areas of focus?
• NASPA Annual Conference
• NASPA Advisory Services
• The NASPA Lead Initiative
• Enough is Enough
• 360 Proof
• Culture of Respect
• CAS | Council for the Advancements of Standards

•

The Placement Exchange

Which of the other Summit organizations do you already work closely with:
• AASCU, American Democracy Project
• Campus Compact
• Coalition for Urban and Metropolitan Universities
• Imagining America
• NERCHE
• The Democracy Commitment
What are your self-interests with attending this Summit?
To continue collaboration with organizations NASPA already partners with, but to also, build
relationships with the other attending organizations. To foster the spirit of our work for future
partnerships and to think broadly about the relationships with cities wherein our institutions reside.
To learn about the mission and values of the other attending organizations and to discuss our
common interests.
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National Conference on Citizenship (NCoC)
About NCoC
Mission Statement
The National Conference on Citizenship (NCoC) is dedicated to strengthening civic life in
America. We pursue our mission through a nationwide network of partners involved in a
cutting-edge civic health initiative, our cross-sector conferences and engagement with a broad
spectrum of individuals and organizations interested in utilizing civic engagement principles and
practices to enhance their work. Connecting people for the purpose of strengthening civic life
is our goal. At the core of our joint efforts is the belief that every person has the ability to help
their community and country thrive.
History
Established in 1946, NCoC was chartered by Congress in 1953 to harness the patriotic energy
and civic involvement surrounding World War II. Since 1953, the mission has been recognized
by Congress as unique and in the public interest. In 2016, there were approximately 1.8 million
nonprofits in America. Of that number, fewer than 100 are chartered by Congress.
In 2009, Congress named NCoC in the Edward M. Kennedy Serve America Act, once again
memorializing its important role. This legislation codified and expanded the Civic Health
Initiative (CHI) in partnership with the Corporation for National and Community Service
resulting in the nation’s largest and most definitive measure of civic engagement.
NCoC has been an important incubator for programs such as the Civic Data Challenge, The Civic
50 and the Service Year Alliance. Each program has used data and 21st century tools to create
collective impact efforts across the country.
Under the leadership of a committed board of directors who have ensured the financial viability
of the organization, NCoC has hosted conferences since 1946 bringing together leaders in the
civic engagement field to share experiences and challenge participants to be increasingly
engaged.
NCoC Programs
Civic Health Index (CHI) is at the center of our work. We think of “civic health” as the way that
communities are organized to define and address public problems. Communities with strong
indicators of civic health have higher employment rates, stronger schools, better physical
health, and more responsive governments. For the past 10 years NCoC, together with the
Corporation for National and Community Service and state and community level collaborative
networks across the nation, has documented the state of civic life in America in city, state and
national Civic Health Index (CHI) reports.

CHI partnerships have changed the way governments go about their work, reintroduced civics
to our classrooms, redirected investments, influenced national and local conversations resulting
in enhancing civic life, and bolstered a network of civic leaders across the country. By 2020, our
goal is to integrate this pioneering initiative into ongoing partnerships in all 50 states and the
District of Columbia.
The Annual Conference on Citizenship is NCoC’s signature event. Held in proximity to
Citizenship Day (also known as Constitution Day), NCoC convenes leaders in the field of civic
engagement along with other individuals and organizations interested in utilizing civic
engagement principles and practices to enhance their work. Connecting people for the purpose
of strengthening civic life is the goal.
The 2016 Annual Conference hosted in partnership with Tufts University’s Tisch College of Civic
Life focused on Civic Life, Civic Health and Civic Renewal: Through the Lens of Equity, Diversity
and Inclusion. The conference provided participants the opportunity to consider civic life from
their own perspective and provide input to strategies for strengthening civic life in communities
and the country.
In addition to the Annual Conference, NCoC partners with institutions to host and convene
programs, events, webinars, and discussions throughout the year.
Connecting people. Strengthening America.
A Civic Renewal Initiative of the National Conference on Citizenship
Civic life in America, constantly evolving, is poised for a new wave of growth. For decades,
evidence has shown troubling disengagement from many spheres of civic life. Yet, civic
engagement is bubbling to the surface of the front pages and front-lines of cities across the
nation. Whether in the form of powerful protests, increased public dialogue about pressing
social issues, a pointed dissatisfaction with the political process from all sides, battles over the
privilege and definition of citizenship, or increases in new forms of online engagement, the
rumbling nationwide is evident: now is the time for Americans to think deeply, act
meaningfully, and talk openly with their fellow citizens about the future and health of our
country. This is a time for civic renewal—a renewal that’s not about politics, but about the
heart and soul of our communities on issues like education, health care, public safety, and
technology.
So how do we in the civic engagement community respond? How can we meet this moment in
ways that inspire deep, diverse, sustainable civic participation in all its forms and from all
segments of society—one that recognizes that different people and different communities have
different concerns and different strengths? How can we ensure that new leaders are developed
and best practices are shared? How do we ensure connections are formed between those who
have long been committed to civic health and a wider coalition of energized citizens,
representing diverse sectors and seeking creative methods and effective tools for community
problem-solving?

Civic health is an essential component of vibrant communities, a strong democracy, and
individual well-being. In order to disrupt trends of disengagement and meet this current
moment in American society, an immediate and robust effort is needed that can renew our
sense of shared values and responsibilities as American citizens—a renewal that is partly about
personal responsibility and partly about collective opportunity. That effort will require the
involvement of a broad-based consortium of public and private agencies and organizations
dedicated to the cause. Leaders who understand the value of civic engagement and civic life as
necessary components of community problem-solving efforts must broaden their scope of
influence.
Building upon a long history of strengthening civic life in America, NCoC launched a Civic
Renewal Initiative. This effort builds upon the network of Civic Health Index (CHI) partners
comprised of universities, nonprofits, foundations, and public officials who are leading civic
renewal efforts at the community level. It expands NCoC’s reach to incorporate a range of
partners focused on issues of concern including community and economic development,
democratic process, equity, workforce development, youth development, health and wellness,
and community renewal. Together we are examining civic engagement strategies that can aid in
addressing our communities’ most pressing challenges and spark a civic renewal movement
across the country.
The state of civic life in America has been well documented over the past ten years in 76 city,
state and national CHI reports published by NCoC in cooperation with the Corporation for
National and Community Service and collaborative teams at the community level. These CHI
partnerships have changed the way governments go about their work, reintroduced civics to
our classrooms, redirected investments to civic infrastructure, influenced national and local
conversations about the importance of civic engagement, and bolstered a network of civic
leaders across the country. These partnerships which have produced CHI reports, the data
represented, and the actions taken in response represent a treasure trove of information—a
foundation upon which civic renewal efforts can be expanded.
Respecting the strong history of NCoC and its daunting charge, our work is currently focused on
expanding NCoC’s reach to incorporate a broad consortium of public and private agencies and
organizations including faith communities, educational institutions, media, and corporations in
partnership with local communities and caring citizens. Civic health data combined with the
experience and impact resulting from the work of CHI partners serves as the foundation.
Broadening impact requires the inclusion of non-traditional partners focused on issues of
concern including community and economic development, equity, workforce development,
youth development, public safety, health care, mental health, substance abuse, and community
renewal, among others. There is growing evidence that civic participation directly and indirectly
affects the outcomes in these fields. Our own economic research has shown a strong link
between civic health and economic resilience. Current research also demonstrates the links
between civic health and personal health and wellness, access to opportunity, functional
democracy, and community vitality. CHI partners across the country are using civic health data
to inform initiatives in public health, economic development, public policy, and education.

This Civic Renewal Initiative welcomes all who are interested in utilizing civic engagement
principles and practices to enhance their work. Connecting people for this purpose –
strengthening civic life in America – is the goal. For additional information www.ncoc.org
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National League of Cities

About Us
Advocate for 19,000+ cities
1700+ member cities
49 state municipal leagues
7 Federal Advocacy Committees
6 Member Councils
5 Constituency Groups
3 Advocacy Priorities

1
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Federal Policy Focus Areas
Public Safety

Infrastructure

Economy

Protecting the tax-exempt status of municipal bonds

Member Councils
First Tier Suburbs Council
Large Cities Council
Military Communities Council
Small Cities Council
University Communities Council

2
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University Communities Council
Focus areas:
Economic development
Transportation and infrastructure
Sustainability
Noise and other nuisances
Housing and neighborhood concerns
Partnerships between the university and the city or town

Existing Relationships
International City/ County Management Association
International Town Gown Association

3
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BRIEF HISTORY OF TDC
• ADP
• NOVEMBER 2011- THE NEW YORK
TIMES

• 50 COMMUNITY COLLEGE PRESIDENTS
AND CHANCELLORS

• THE DECLARATION
• PARTNERSHIP WITH AASCU

1
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CO-FOUNDERS

DR. BRIAN MURPHY

THE LATE DR. BERNIE RONAN

PRESIDENT OF DEANZA COLLEGE

VICE-CHANCELLOR OF MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

CALIFORNIA

ARIZONA

WHAT IS TDC?
The Democracy Commitment (TDC) is a national organization dedicated to advancing democracy in
community colleges, and to make democratic skills available to all individuals who desire a voice and a seat
at the table of local, state, and national discourse and action. To such end TDC provides a platform for
the development and expansion of community college programs, projects, and curricula aimed at
engaging students in civic learning and democratic engagement.
The goal of TDC is that every student of an American community college graduates with an education in
citizenship and democracy. This goal includes ALL of our students whether they aim to transfer to
university, achieve an associate degree, or obtain a certificate. The future of our democracy and our
shared futures depend on a more informed, engaged, and globally responsible citizenry. We strive to close
the gap between the democracy we have and the democracy we seek.

2
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WHO IS TDC?
• NATIONAL DIRECTOR
• THE NATIONAL LEADERSHIP TEAM
• BOARD OF DIRECTORS
• NATIONAL ADVISORY BOARD
• CAMPUS COORDINATOR ADVISORY COUNCIL

MEMBER INSTITUTIONS

70

135

1 MILLION

INSTITUTIONS

CAMPUSES

STUDENTS+

70 INSTITUTIONS IN 24 STATES- ALL
COMMUNITY COLLEGES, 2-YR INSTITUTIONS,
CAREER AND TECHNICAL

135 CAMPUSES- URBAN, SUBURBAN, AND
RURAL

DEMOCRACY’S STUDENTS- FULL-TIME, PARTTIME, NON-TRADITIONAL, CERTIFICATE

3
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MEMBERSHIP
BENEFITS

COMMITMENT
•
•

• DISCOUNTED RATES AT SPONSORED EVENTS
• ACCESS TO RELEVANT RESOURCES
• PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
• NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES
• PARTNERSHIPS
• CAMPUS VISIBILITY

PROGRAMS
• INITIATIVES AND PROJECTS
• PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
• OPPORTUNITIES
• AWARDS AND RECOGNITION
• RESOURCES
• EVENTS

•
•

•
•

•
•

Campus Coordinator- liaison with national office.
$500 initial membership dues per member institution upon joining and a
pledge to commit $1,000 annually after the first year to aid in the
continuation of TDC’s staff, scholarships, and to further the dedication
to advancing civic learning and democratic engagement in America’s
community colleges.
A public institutional commitment to and support of the central role of
civic and democratic learning and engagement.
Participation in national and regional meetings and programs that build
civic skills among students, especially focusing on projects that support
students in doing civic and public work.

TDC/ADP JOINT INITIATIVES

•
•

ENGAGE THE ELECTION
ECONOMIC INEQUALITY

CIVIC

•
•
•

BRIDGING CULTURES TO FORM A NATION
CITIZENSHIP UNDER SIEGE PROJECT
CIVIC OUTCOMES OF COMMUNITY COLLEGES STUDY

DEMOCRATIC

•
•

DELIBERATIVE DEMOCRACY
DEMOCRACY’S STUDENTS VOTE PROJECT

COMMUNITY

•
•

COMMUNITY LEARNING PARTNERSHIPS
*NATIONAL NEIGHBORHOOD ORAL HISTORY PROJECT

4
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PROGRAMS
• INITIATIVES AND PROJECTS

CURRENT:

• PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

• CIVIC SUMMITS
• DELIBERATIVE DIALOGUES MODERATOR

• OPPORTUNITIES
• AWARDS AND RECOGNITION
• RESOURCES
• EVENTS

TRAININGS

• COMMUNITY LEARNING PARTNERSHIPS
UPCOMING:

• CIVIC LEADERSHIP ACADEMY

NATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS

5
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STAY CONNECTED
• WEBSITE: HTTP://THEDEMOCRACYCOMMITMENT.ORG
• FACEBOOK: HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/THEDEMOCRACYCOMMITMENT
• TWITTER: @TDCNATIONAL
• EMAIL: TDC@AASCU.ORG OR ROBINSONV@AASCU.ORG
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ABOUT TDC
The Democracy Commitment (TDC) is a national organization dedicated to
advancing democracy in community colleges, and to make democratic skills available
to all individuals who desire a voice and a seat at the table of local, state, and
national discourse and action. To such end TDC provides a platform for the
development and expansion of community college programs, projects, and curricula
aimed at engaging students in civic learning and democratic engagement.
The goal of TDC is that every student of an American community college graduates
with an education in citizenship and democracy. This goal includes ALL of our
students whether they aim to transfer to university, achieve an associate degree, or
obtain a certificate. The future of our democracy and our shared futures depend on
a more informed, engaged, and globally responsible citizenry. We strive to close the
gap between the democracy we have and the democracy we seek.

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
1.

Universal Campus
Benefits

2.

Access to Relevant
Resources

3.

Professional
Development
Opportunities
Networking
Opportunities

4.
5.

Partnerships

6.

Campus Visibility
.

1

Every personal on campus benefits by receiving member
rates for TDC and TDC-sponsored events, discounts and
permission to copy on select publications.
Access to member exclusive resources in areas such as Civic
and Democratic Education and Engagement, Professional
Training and Development, and much more!
TDC summits workshops and meetings, programs,
publications, and projects allow your institution to engage
with the educational community at large.
TDC members can partner with other TDC campuses as well
as in AASCU’s national initiatives focused on civic and
democratic learning and engagement.
TDC membership allows your institution to join other
campuses and organization in AASCU’s many sponsored
initiatives.
Members get exposure at national events, annual meetings,
TDC’s print and online publications and TDC website.

THE ONLY CIVIC
ENGAGEMENT ORGANIZATION
DEDICATED SOLELY TO
DEMOCRACY’S COLLEGES
TDC is celebrating its 5th anniversary as it
was launched on November 11, 2011, at The
New York Times headquarters in New York
City. Presidents and chancellors from 30
community colleges and districts were early
signatories, and we have nearly doubled our
network of committed institutional members
advancing democracy on their campuses. We
are striving together to realize of goal of
TDC—that every community college student
graduates with an education in democracy.

Mission: To advance the community college commitment
to serving the economic, public policy, and social needs of
their students and community.
Through advocacy,
innovation, and leadership, The Democracy Commitment
supports campus efforts that are rooted in the exchange and
production of knowledge and resources in mutually beneficial
partnerships with their local and global communities. It is the
mission of TDC to ensure that every community college
student graduates with an education in democracy and
citizenship.

Vision:

To spearhead the effort in assisting community
colleges to develop and prepare their students to become
leaders who are engaged and productive members of our
global society, who make civic-minded decisions and
contribute innovative solutions to address the complex social,
health, economic, scientific, and civic issues of our time.

PROGRAMS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Initiatives and Projects
Professional Development
Opportunities
Awards and Recognition
Resources
Events

The Democracy Commitment was created to address the many obstacles community colleges face in
preparing future Americans to be informed, active, and mobilized citizens in their communities,
states, and the nation. We are here to support our members while offering a series of valuable
connections with national organizations along with a network of American community college
campuses that are also intentionally engaging in civic work for the benefit of their students. Our
Declaration proclaims our dedication to the cause of democracy in higher education, and to make
democratic skills available to all individuals who desire a voice and a seat at the table of local, state,
and national discourse and action.

Civic Learning and Engagement

ADP/TDC Joint Initiatives

Bridging Cultures to Form a Nation Project

Engage the Election Initiative

Citizenship Under Siege Project
Civic Outcomes of Community Colleges Study
TDC/Community Learning Partnership Initiative
TDC leads several programs designed to create more informed, engaged,
and socially responsible citizenry among our community colleges. Through
initiatives, projects, publications, and collaborations, TDC builds national
awareness of the importance of civic learning and civic responsibility that is
essential for life, work, and democracy.

Economic Inequality Initiative
TDC welcomes all member institutions to participate in joint initiatives
with the American Democracy Project (ADP). ADP is a multi-campus
initiative focused on public colleges and universities’ role in preparing
the next generation of informed, engaged citizens for our
democracy. TDC is modeled after ADP whose goal is to produce
graduates who are committed to being knowledgeable, involved citizens
in their communities.
.

Democratic Learning and Engagement
TDC/Kettering Deliberative Democracy Initiative
Electoral Engagement Project

America was founded on democracy and the democratic values of
meaningful participation, personal initiative, and equality and justice for
all. Democratic learning infuses the educational process with these
fundamental values of our society creating brave spaces in classrooms,
campuses, and communities. TDC democratic learning and engagement
programs and initiatives engage students in shared decision-making and
in taking responsibility for their education, campuses, and communities.

Verdis L. Robinson, National Director
robinsonv@aascu.org
T: (202) 478-4656 | F: (202) 296-5819

http://thedemocracycommitment.org/
1307 New York Ave, NW | 5th Floor
Washington, D.C. 20005
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Leveraging the Assets of
Higher Educational Institutions
to Build a Culture of Health
Community Engagement Summit
Ogden, Utah
May 5, 2017
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2

3

Project Goal
Identify approaches that higher educational institutions can take to have
the most impact in contributing to a Culture of Health that:

•
•
•
•

RWJF could leverage for spread
Benefit institutions from both mission & business standpoints
Predominantly focus on local communities
Address issues of students and staff experiencing poverty,
homelessness, lack of access to physical/mental health care or food
insecurity

Make recommendations to RWJF on a strategic approach

Project Deliverables
Annotated bibliography of literature reviewed
Compilation of frameworks, surveys & assessment tools
Descriptive list of organizations and institutions identified
Descriptive list of promising practices and programs identified
List of key informants interviewed
Report of findings and recommendations, with a focus on the most strategic actions and
investments that RWJF can take

4

Request for Information (draft)
COH on Campus
Efforts that assist students & staff
experiencing poverty,
homelessness, food insecurity or
lack of access to physical health/
mental health care

With potential to be sustained,
brought to scale or replicated

COH in Local Communities
Efforts that:
(a) address factors that support
health-promoting conditions &
policies in local communities
(b) leverage campus business
operations to support local
community & economic
development (CED)
(c) leverage campus endowment
funds to support local CED

For More Information

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation: http://www.rwjf.org/
Culture of Health Framework: http://www.cultureofhealth.org/
Sarena D. Seifer, Consultant: sarena.seifer@gmail.com
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